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ABSTRÀCT

This study is about the ways in which thirteen families

with lesbian mothers deal with the impact of social

hornophobia. Homophobia is defined as fear of same-sex

affection that often results in overt acts of violence and

discrirnination. A feminist analysis is used to explore the

ways in which the lesbian family has been invisible in the

Iiterature on families, and in the gay and lesbian

literature. A discussion of the nature of oppression,

particularly as it is manifested through heterosexism and

homophobia, situates the lesbian family in a climate of

hostility.
Feminist qualitative methodology is used which includes

a variety of participatory means of data col-Iection. A

focus group consisting of participants heJ-ped design the

interview questions; interactive interviev/s l^tere conducted

with the mothers and the children; a feed-back loop was

established with some of the participants to allow for

ongoing dialogue regarding the process and analysis of data.

The researcher and her fanily are also involved in the study

as participants.

Several prelininary findings emerged which include:

the way in which the mother deals with her l-esbianism will

be reflected j-n her child/ren's attitudes; having a

positive support systern is crucial to healthy coping within

the fanily; independent of other factors, such as age or



gender of child/ren, the most important factor in dealing

vJith issues arising from the mother's lesbianism l¡/as open

and honest dialogue from the point of her coming out or

self-identifying as lesbian.

The lesbian fanily faces constant stressors. whil-e

the mother attempts to protect her children from a hostile

world, she also attempts to meet her own needs for positive,

supportive and affirning conmunity. The lesbian community

rnay meet some of these needs, but it is often hostile or

indifferent toward her children. Children of lesbian

mothers are faced with similar problems of deciding how they

will cope Ì¡¡ith potential rejection due to their mother's

sexuatity. A number of suggestions are offered for ways in

which social work can respond to the needs of the lesbian

fanily.
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This constant tension between defending gays whir_e
|:fil]"g. rnyself as . srraishr fi;aiit-arËicuratea
r-EseJ-f vrhen r realized that there áre not sinply
9ay.couples with children; there are gayfa¡nilies, where everyone must deal witñ tneprejudice surrounding tromosexuality'r (pãula Fomby,1991: 39).

The purpose of this study is to examÍne the impact of
homophobia on the lesbian famiì_y. A central_ focus for sociar
work study, either when discussing intervention or research
is the farniry. l,Ihire sociar v¡ork riterature usual]_y
identifies that there are a variety of farnily forms, onry
one has the status of being lThe FamiJ_y.l frThe Family" is,
of course, characterized by one father, one mother, chi_ldren
who are products of procreation between this mother and
father,and peripherarry, extended blood-related kin. one
e/ay we know this is because whenever we discuss any other
type of family, r,!re indicate that fanily form with
descriptives single-parent, mother_led, single_parent
father-Ied, exÈended, bJ-ended, foster, and., of course t gay
or lesbian.

A substantial
talking about gay

problem with definition occurs when

or lesbian farniÌies because many bel_ieve
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that the very nature of homosexuarity precrudes procreation:
ft seems that the term ttgay parentil is acontradiction. I usually think of the term t,gay"
as.being synonymous with being homosexual- and Ithink of being a parent as reilectingheterosexuality (James Walters, in Oãvid e.Baptiste, L7BT z 223) .

This is true not onty in mainstream society, but, until
recently, in the gay and lesbian community as well (sandra
Pollack & Jeanne vaughn, LggT r- Adrienne Rich, r_9g6;Kath

I'ieston, 199j-). llhile gay men and resbian \¡/omen have been

having children and actively taking part in raising their
chil-dren since time began, gay parenting and the gay farnily
has onry recently gained some acceptance. To many, the, very
nature of lesbianism disall-ows motherhood and vice versa.
rf you are one then certainry you cannot be the other.
Further, âs Goodman states there continues to be social-
attitudes that decrare rrrt is good to be a mother, bad to be

a lesbianrt(1-980: p. i-56). one of the mothers who

participated in this research study stated her frustration
with this exclusion in this vray:

I guess I get angry sometimes - why canrt f be whof am? you know, and itrs dictated by the outsideworld, like with the kids at school, thej-rfriends, and_that/s generated by thern not beingout at school (about my sexuafiÉy). Ànd I jusÉ
would like to say *r'm their rnotirer.'r Not Lnat rhave to go around shouting lrIrm a lesbianrr but I
am proud of who r am and the lifestyre that r liveand f donrt think it should be neg.Live. So I getthis push, pul_I...I get this realíy good feelinfabout who f am then as a parent the ñegativestuff.

r decided, for this thesis, to turn to the resbian
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famiJ-y unit and ask mothers and their children if and how

homophobia had affected them, both as individuals and in
their farnilies. In doing so, f expected that I would gain

some insight into the dynamics that are at work when a

fanily must face specific prejudices aimed at then because

of negative social attitudes toward one facet of their
lives. The outcome of the study woul-d give us information
about the needs of lesbian famil_ies, and would ideally
inform sociar workers about some of the issues that must be

addressed when dealing with l-esbian fanil-ies. Additionally,
the outcome of the study was expected to enhance our

understanding of the dynamics of oppression in general.

Social policy analysts and social work theorists have,

in recent years, expressed interest in attempting to
understand the dynarnics of oppression. rt is assumed that
such an understanding wirt more thoroughry equip the social
work profession to respond to the needs of the groups with
which they work. Econonic inequality and ideological
hegemony based on conservative, individuaristic val-ues are

most often recognized as the bases for social inequalities
(Djao, 1-983; George & Wilding, IgB4; George & WiJ_ding, I}BZì
Hardy, l-981-). Other writers, such as Bailey & Brake (t975) ,

Galper (i-980; 1,975) and cil (L973), have moved beyond an

anarytical expranation of inequality to take a more critical-
and prescriptive stand based on socialist values. WhiIe

this certainly represents a movement towards more
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comprehensive understanding, often there are graring
absences:

There was littre analysis of the role of women asthe large rnajority of both sociar_ work crients andpractitioners. consideratíon of racism or offorms of anti-racist practice was minimal r- therewas no discussion about how to practice witn trr"unemployed; older people and thã non-abre bodiedwere ignored (Langan & Lee, t_9g9: 5) .

ÀdditionaÌ attempts to broaden the social service
perspective on inequality and oppression have J-ncorporated
discussion of idears, varues, and myths, âs methods of
perpetuating systemic bias:

The idear of the two-parent nucrear family arrowsfrfemale-headedr faniries to be characteriäed asrrpathologicalt-..The human and sociar myths 
"rãjointly.expressed in the tendency of human serviceprofessionals to focus on the peisonal probl_ems

and.presumed deficits of their- rclients- r
typically to the excrusion of attempts t.o addresssocial, economic, and politicar- facLors which beardirectly upon personal problems. And together,the nyths heJ-p to gloss over or justify ánintricate web of dómination baseá on crass, race,sex, sexual orientation, âge, and disabilityoppressions which are heavily implicated in thefunctions and process of the weliare state
(Wineman | 1_gB4: 3).

systernic bias can be seen as a naturar by-product of a

social system that operates primarily on a hierarchical
model. one writer discusses the concept of a motherhood
hierarchy, with the heterosexual married nuclear famiJ-y

appropriate mother at the top, the narginal mother in the
niddl-e characterized by heterosexuarity but possibry singre
or divorced, and the inappropriate rnother at the bottom of
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the hierarchy, who is lesbian and living in a non-

traditional fanily (Dilapi, t-989) .

Hol¡¡ever social work theorists choose to define,
interpret, or explain the culture of oppression, it is
generally accepted that what determines the nature of
relationships within the culture is power (Bachrach &

Baratz, I97Oi Langan & Lee, 1989r. I^Ieick & Vandiver, J-9g0;

Wineman, l-984). In understanding the nature of pov/er, the

social work profession will be better able to work

appropriately with individuals as well- as families,
communities, institutions, and aIr systems involved in hu¡nan

rerationships. rt is particularly essential that social
work research critically examines the nature of pohrer

rerationships given that a majority of the recipients of
social services are women and/or members of other minority
groups. As Weick states:

The twin topics of power and powerlessness are at
the heart of social workers, understanding of what
it, is to be $/omen in today's society...rrromen have
been victirns of those needing to assert their
powers but rarely have they been the ones to enjoy
the prerogatives of power... (The problen) arises
from the need to understand more deeply the
reasons for its persistence and see more clearly
the myriad ways in which this pattern of power
perpetuates itself (19802 1,73) .

Lesbian mothers experience powerlessness in our society
in at least three v/ays: as women, âs lesbians, and as

mothers. rf she is a woman of colour and/or disabred, her

recognized power base is proportionatery diminished again.

Her chances of being poor or working crass are extremery
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high because in terms of sociar definitions, she is a single
rnother. (Even when there is a partner present who co-
parents, the chances of the househord riving at or berow the
poverty line are significant given the rnare/female wage

disparity. ) social work riterature is beginning to take on

the Íssues of sexism, racism, poverty, ageism, and abirity
bias. The discussion of hornophobia in social work

literature continues to be limited and., as yet, is located
prirnarily within popuration specific journals (Journal of
Homosexuality and sociar l{ork, selected papers from social
work Practj-ce with women conference). Much of what there is
deals with homophobic violence in general (Ted Bohn, r9B4;
Jeanine Gramick, 1,983; Gregory Herek, 1984¡ John wayne

Prasek & Janicemarie Al-lard, 1-gg4). Joan cummerton (1980),
Bernice Goodrnan (l-98o), and Joan sophie (LgB7) discuss
homophobia in generar as it affects resbian v/omen. A number

of books pubtished in recent years about gay and resbian
parenting (Katherine Arnup, 1995; Laura Benkov, L994;

Merilee crunis & Dorsey Green, L995¡ April Martin, i.gg3ì

Kath hleston, i-991-) reflect the rearity that the gay and

lesbian family is a unit that exists, in spite of the
dominant cultural- definition of family, that must dear with
the doninant cultural fears of hemosexuality.

Homophobia is the fear of same-sex affection that often
resurts in overt acts of violence and discrimination.
Heterosexism is the systern by which heterosexuarity is
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assumed to be the only viable and acceptabJ-e life option.
The distinction between these two terrns is subtre and

important. Heterosexism maintains an hegemonic hord over
our perceptions through neglect, omission and/or distortion
(television, movies, the print media, the education systern -
there is seldom any kind of family form other than

heterosexuar shown or presented as acceptab]-e) . Hornophobia

is often manifested much more violentry, through active
discrimination: beatings, threats of job-loss, eviction,
loss of children, etc. rt is discrinination by design and

intent (Warren Blurnenfeld & Diane Raymond, l-9g9).

Homophobic acts may occur externaì-l-y and the fear of this
often causes women and men to remain croseted. rnternal
hornophobia is a naturar outcome of living in a homophobic

society.

rnterest in this study was first generated through

various conversations with women in the resbian community in
Winnipeg, particularly mothers. Inevitably, whenever

lesbian mothers started tarking to each other, somehow the
subject of homophobia came up, either overtly or impried.
rt was, unfortunatery, most often accepted as a way of rife,
with unspoken acknowredgement and acceptance. For instance
ffJanie tord her teacher today tr donrt have a daddy, r have

a sue'so r had to explain that sue was her babysitter.rl
whire statements such as these !ì/ere often met with nods and

laughter, each and every one of the mothers probabry died a
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Iitt1e inside as they acknowl-edged the familj-ar situation.
In reality, in a spl-it second, these mothers process a

number of realities: first, the assumption that disclosure

t¿ill be dangerous in some $ray; second, the need to protect

the child with lies if necessary; third, the denial of self;
fourth, the denial of a loving partner. I became curious as

to how these families thought homophobia had affected them,

if indeed it had. I^fhen I explored the topic further, it
became clear that the study would not only be possible but

would be welcome to a conmunity that has little written
about itself from a participatory viewpoint.

Chapter two will describe the methodology and research

process used. Chapter 3 provides a theoretical framework

for the study, si-tuating the l-esbian famiJ_y within the

dominant culture. The narrative incruded in chapter four is
prirnarily the voices of the $/omen, children and young adults

who participated in the study. The narrative pieces centre

around the najor groupings of data that involve a discussion

of homophobia, when and how the mothers came out and told
their child/ren, dealing with the outside world, and coping

strategies. Chapter five summarizes the study, and offers
suggestions for future research as well as suggestions for
the social work profession.
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1.1 The Study

fn the end, aII lesbian parents find a way to
negotiate the minefield taid by centuries of
patriarchy and hornophobia.

(Jane Bernstein & Laura Stephenson,
1,995: 1-4 )

Several personaÌ realities informed this piece of

research. I am a lesbian mother. f am a feminist who, at

all times, uses a feninist analysis as easily and as surely

as f breath. To me, this means a number of assumptions can

be made about the research p1an, the methodology, the

ownership of the data, the questions asked and the

interpretation of the data. Sandra Kirby and Kate McKenna

(1989) refer to this identification of assurnptions as

rrconceptual baggage.t' The f irst assumption, and certainly
inherent in the research question is the acknowledgment that
homophobia exists. This is not to be argued or proven, but

is accepted as an inherent factor of living under

patriarchal capitalism. My view of the worl-d is a constant

fusion of personal and political. f assume that each

personal act will have political consequences and each

polit,ical layer profoundly affects us at the personal level.

In my professional life, âs a social- worker and social

work studentr my practice is informed by several theoretical-

perspectives that are consistent with who I am as a feminist

and my personal evolution as a social worker and political

activist. First, I hold a strong ferninist socialist base.
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In practical terms, this means an identification of the
po$rer dynamics that are and may be present in any given

situation. Ferninist socialist perspectives have given me

the language with which I am most comfortable: the concept

of marginalization; the expression of oppression and the

unabashed wirlingness to name the consequences of oppression

in terms of human cost; the understanding that ideals such

as self-actualization are perhaps impossible to maintain

within patriarchal capitalism; the legitinization and

vaÌidation for community-based practice; and most

important, the understanding that j-n order to be a truly
effective sociar worker, ily goar at all times must be to try
to work myself out of a job. This last sinple aphorism

refers to the idear of crient enpowerment: if crients v/ere

not in need of social services, social workers would be

unnecessary.

A structural- social work perspective is used which

looks at the $/ays in which the individual is both affected
by and affects her environment. It takes into account

history, political climate, economics, time, structure,
space, boundaries, culture, and situation. !.Iithin the

sociar work literature, the growing body of information on

social support networks is particularly helpful, as the

findings of the study seemed to bear out.

I started with a great number of assumptions about the
question beginning from my existence as a resbian rnother. r
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had had my ov¡n unique set of experiences with my daughters

and knew from rny rearity what impact homophobia had on our

fanily. ft was through the course of conducting this
research that r began to understand how trul-y comprex the
dynamic of survivar within an antagonistic system can be. r
arso learned in the course of the research that my faniry
and r had been affected in ways that r had not even begun to
examine. rn deari-ng with honophobia in the famiry, mothers

make choices aIl the tirne about ways in which we wilr
respond to our own needs and fears, our chird/renrs needs

and fears and external pressures.

fn order to treat the research properly, it was

necessary to interview mothers and their chirdren whenever

possible. As Pau1a Fornby, the young h¡oman quoted at the
beginning of this chapter noted, the whore faniJ-y must deal
with the prejudice arising from hornophobia; therefore, the
whole famiry must be incruded in the study. rt was both

irnpractical- and unrearistic to interview the farniry as a

unit. r interviewed mothers, and their chirdren, with the

informed and written consent of the rnothers and the informed

and written consent (see Appendix À) of the chiLdren. The

study is theory-building and exploratory in nature, intended
to add to a growing body of literature on the l-esbian

family.

Thirteen families $rere interviewed; it is unknown what

percentage this represents of the entire number of l-esbian
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families in t{innipeg, ironically because of the nature of

homophobia, which forces many farnil-ies to rernain hidden and

invisible. This is a smal-I sampJ-e. Every attempt was made

to ensure that the sample represented some of the diversity

of the lesbian community. This was not easy since this
tends to be a population that prefers a high degree of

anonymity. Therefore, in selecting the families to

interview, I chose to go by general rrknowablerl

characteristics, such as fanily size, whether the mother was

divorced, separated or legally considered single, how long

the mother had been out, etc. I attempted to select mothers

who associated with peer groups different from mine and each

other's.1 Access to these mothers was gained by word-of-

mouth: Joan may know a woman from her basebal-l- team who has

a couple of childrenr' Eve's ex-partner is a mother, etc.

Al-1 of the rnothers who I approached and initially
interviewed agreed to be part of the study.

The study is exploratory in nature. It begins to

address certain questions regarding the nature of homophobia

and its impact on lesbian famil-ies. The study produced rich
results, with data that provides substantial ground on which

to proceed in undertaking subsequent work. The most

significant findings are:

I Às wiÈh most communities or groups of friends, \â/omen in
the Lesbian community tend to associate with those who are
sinilar to themselves in terms of political beliefs, leisure and
social activities, values, interests and experiences.
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Regardl-ess of other factors, such as age of children

when mother came out, or gender of child(ren), children

appeared to deal with the issues of their mother's

lesbianism more easily if they felt there was a high

degree of openness and honesty between their mother and

themselves.

Mother's comfort with herself and continued

demonstrated respect for the comfort leve} of the

children had a significant irnpact on the level- of

homophobia displayed by the child/ren.

Social support was important to the entire farnily.

Regardless of whether the closeness came from within
the lesbian community or from other friends and family

members, support was an essential factor in dealing

r^¡ith homophobia.

Mirrors: even those children who were the most angry

and hornophobic fett better once they had discovered

that they each had (for exarnple) a close friend whose

mother was also l-esbian, and therefore a rrlike selfrl

with whom they could ta1k.

Personal/political a\¡rareness and the ability to

identify the connections between oppression and

personal inpact helped reduce the irnpact of homophobia.

The degree of internalized hornophobia in the mother was

reflected in the child/ren, as was acceptance and

openness.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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While many of the mothers received a great deal of

support from the l-esbian cornmunity as lesbians, they

received litt1e support as mothers. Most of the

mothers felt they had to find support as mothers from

sources other than the lesbian community.

These results are discussed in detail in Chapters 4 and 5

L.2 Method

And so feminism argues that systems and social
structures, whether concerned with the econofty,
the family, or the oppression of r^Jomen more
generally, can best be examined and understood
through an exploration of relationships and
experiences within everyday life.

(Liz Stanley & Sue Wise, 1-983: 53)

Because the fabric of our lives l-ies within the

everyday experience, it was important to use a rnethodology

that aIl-owed for as much entry into participants' fives as

possible. The truth about anyone's life is that which is
reported by she who lived it and is living it. The best

science can hope to do is corroborate self-reported truth

with some degree of objective reality. To assume that there

is only one objective reality or that there is rrtruthrr is to
bl-ock ourselves off to the richness of human experience and

has provided the foundation for centuries of biased and
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skewed research which was interpreted as fact. Scholar DaIe

Spender states:

at the core of ferninist ideas is the crucial
insight that there is no one truth, no one
authority, no one objective method which l-eads to
the production of pure knowledge. This insight is
as applicable to feminist knowledge as it is to
patriarchal knowledge, but there is a significant
difference between the two: feminist knowledge is
based on Èhe premise that the experience of all
hurnan beings is vatid and must not be excluded
from our understandings, whereas patriarchat
knowledge is based on the premise that the
experience of only hatf the hurnan popuJ-ation needs
to be taken into account and the resulting
version can be imposed on the other hand. This is
why patriarchal- knowledge and the methods of
producing it are a fundamental part of woments
oppression. . .

(in Shulamit Reinharz, L9922 07)

Heterosexual- patriarchal knowl-edge was one of the primary

paradigmatic driving forces underlying much of the research

on lesbian women prior to the mid l-960ts and earJ-y 1-970's.

One major v¡ork published in 1,964, written by Donald Webster

Cory, one of the first gay men to begin suggesting that
hornosexuals should have basic civil rights, is entitled The

Lesbian in America. This book, which is prefaced by

psychologist Dr. Albert Ellis says about lesbian families:
No matter what one may think of the essentially
healthful atmosphere that a relationship between
two women can create, [o matter how much love and
affection they may be able to pour out upon a
childr Do matter how much security they may offer
him, no matter to what extent the onus is placed
upon society and not the participants for the
stigma that is carried, for the life of shadows
and concealment that is lived the fact remaíns
that this is a more-than-usually disturbing
situation for a youth and that he (or she) has a
less-than-average chance to make it in l-ife (L40).
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when cory undertook his research, it was with the crear view

that homosexuality was an illness, a deviancy, and his
mission was to exprain these unfortunates to the world, âs

he had in an earrier work on homosexuar men (Blumenfeld &

Raymond, l-989) . Since Coryts time, soci_aI consciousness

has been raised to the point where we recognize that a great
dear of sociar science research was not only sexist, but

heterosexist, racist and cl-assist, viewing the worl-d

primarily through a white, male, middle class framework.

some ferninist (Kitzinger, L9B7 ¡ Maguire , LgBT) scholars
have written about the need to develop a ne\"r paradigm for
research that puts women centrar to research into their
l-ives.

while mainstream traditionar research advises us not to
get too close to the question lest we make assumptions that
would contaminate the fornulation of the question, a

sociological tradition of qualitative rnethodorogy provides a

mooder for research which pJ-aces the researcher within the

work. some feminist methodologists, drawing on the work of
qualitative schol-ars such as Barney Graser & Anselm strauss
(L967 ) agree that the more intimatery acquainted you are

with the question, the better you are abre to know what is
important to ask and rn/hy. Feminist methodology takes it one

st.ep further by reninding us that when doing research with
r¡romen (for exarnpre), their voices should be centrar to the
study. vühire it acknowledges the vulnerability to charges
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of conducting ideologically driven research, feminist
qualitative rnethodotogy alsochallenges the researcher to be

rigorously honest regarding her or his ideological
framework. ff all onets cards are on the table, it is
easier to gain more complete understanding of the problem.

Many feminist social scientists agree with the rearization
that the rrscientific method is not the ultimate test of
knowredge or basis for claims to truth that vre once thought

it wasrr (Joyce McCarI Neilsen, 1990: 07) .

This study was conducted within a feminist framework,

using feninist research rnethodology, or, as Sandra Kirby and

Kate McKenna (1-989) terrn it, methods from the margins. As

will be described in greater detail- in Chapter 2, a number

of checks and balances vrere in prace throughout the research

process that guided the study and ensured that the work

remained honourable: before even beginning, I went to
lesbian mothers and asked if the question was rerevant; the

research questions v/ere developed in conjunction with a

focus group of participants; the interview guides were pre-
tested to ensure that they captured what the participants
thought were the important questions; reguÌar input was

sought from participants at every stage. In addition, the

research was conducted within a framework that clearly
identified oppression and the existence of homophobia as

forces in the lives of the participants.
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CelÍa Kitzinger observed:

Once upon a tirne, the story goes, researchers
thought that homosexuals were sick and perverted.
This was because they v/ere bl_inded Uy rãfigiousprejudice and trapped by the social conventions oftheir time: their research lacked present-day
sophistication and objectivity. Now, in our
sexually liberated age, with Lhe benefit of
scientific rigor and cl-ear vision, objective up-to-date research demonstrates that lesbians aná
gay men are just as normal, just as healthy, andjust as val-uable members of a pluralistic society
as are heterosexual people (L987: OB).

This research is intended to describe the experiences of the
v/omen and chirdrenr' it is not aporogist, homogenizing, or
cheer-leading. rt terls the experiences of the famiries in
their own words, as they shared in dialogue with me. This
research does not seek to deny the rearity that a famiry
with a resbian mother wilr be affected by the fact that the
mother is lesbian as welr as by particular sociar prejudices
such as homophobia which wil-r affect the entire family.

The research pran and process is discussed in detait in
the following Chapter.
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1.3 Conceptual Framework

For Lesbians, Irlomen's Liberation is
intel-Iectual or emotional luxury but
imperative.

(Sidney Abbott and Barbara

not an
a personal

Love, L972: 1_35)

r entered this research naively, not ful-ry understanding the
complexity of the research questions or the outcomes untir r
was well into the process of interviewing and conducting the
initiar anatysis. Perhaps the research question was not the
appropriate one, r thought, aLthough it is one that needs to
be asked. The follov¡ing excerpt from my research journaJ_

reflects this feeling:
I,ve interviewed I families and feel stuck. I
have so much data...the experience of conducting
the interviews ís wonderful. I,m having a Lot -ot
fun and continue to be impressed by the kids,
especía77y. I feel stopped, though, by the
thought of beginning to attenpt to do àny
anaTysis. Ivo cl_ear beginning point is aþparent.
Lots of síniTarities, l_ots of dif ferences. ..too
much information.

The wornen who r interviewed were both resbians and mothers.

Both labels represent states of being: both are

intrinsicarry tied to definitions of serf. Both described

who each woman is. Both refer to states of being that, for
most v/onen, are present for l-ife. Letting go of one or the
other means f orf eiting a vital part of sel_f .

But resbians and gays, accord.ing to the serf-titled
rrmoral- majorityrt' have praced themserves outside the family,
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outside the bounds of kinship. Neo-conservative influences,
fueled by christian fundamentarisn, repeatedly denounce any

atternpts made to further human rights for lesbians and gays

as attacks on the family. Because the one act upon which

the fragile system of the traditional nucl-ear farniry is
based - the act of procreation through sexual- intercourse -
is out of bounds to lesbians and gay men, it is somehow

assumed that they do not have or are not connected to
rrfamily.rr. rrrt is but a short step, says Kath l¡Ieston 'from
positioning l-esbians and gay men somewhere beyond ,the

family' - unencumbered by relations of kinship,
responsibility, ot affection - to portraying them as a

menace to fanily and society" (i_991_: 23).

A very recent study was concluded and the findings
reported in the local papers under the headrine "Lesbian
moms study counters popurar feart (The Irlinnipeg sun, Jan.5,

a996). The study, conducted in Engrand, reported that after
following 25 children who had been raised by resbian
mothers, only 2 of these children grew up to be gay, thus

countering the rrfearrr that lesbian moms wij-l- raise lesbian
or gay children. As a lesbian mother, r was acuteJ-y ah/are

of a smalI part of me dying as I read this. I donrt care

about the outcome of the study. My chil-d.ren,s sexua]_ity

mattered to me only insofar as it was part of what made thern

the people they are.
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While the article did not offer any information about

the researcher, I would hazard a guess that it was,

unfortunately, a l-esbian who had taken the time to conduct

research that would assure the world that they could set

aside fears of lesbians turning theÍr kids gay. The message

received by every lesbian mother is this: In spite of what

you are, you can stilÌ raise normal kids. This is one

example of the way in which research which may have some

validity - that is, that gender identification and sexual

preference are not sirnply socially transmitted - may be used

to perpetuate homophobia. The problem is not with the

research itself but the paradigrm within which it is viewed.

When we read the headline above and see the word rrfearrrr v/e

learn a great deal about how we should respond to the study.

The implications of this type of research are incredibly
value-Iaden. It rnay be heral-ded by many lesbian women as

supportive research which may help some rnothers keep their
children in custody battles. In order to do so, however,

they may find it necessary to convince a judge that thej-r

lifestyle is not contagious and the chances of them raising
a rrnormalrt child are high. They rnay keep their children if
they condemn their lesbianism.

The experience of many of the mothers interviewed for
this study confirmed this mother/lesbian identity struggle.
For even within the lesbian community within which many

found kinship and support for themselves as lesbian l{omen,
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there was stirl a rack of support for themserves as mothers.

Only a fortunate few had the luxury of having a loving
community which supported them as both lesbian women and.

mothers.

Sexuality is one of the most studied and 1east

understood aspects of human existence. The social- sciences

and many of the physical sciences are transfixed with the

idea of sex. Genetic studies continue to be done to
discover whether there is a gay gene (chandler Burr, l-995).

As with the research cited above, I fear that this type of
research carries with it a great deal of impJ-icit

homophobia. Some gay activists herald it as progressive,

providing proof that being gay is a naturalJ_y occurring

variation among human beings, others say that it wirr onry

be a matter of tine, following the discovery of a ttgay generl

that bio-chenicar intervention wirl- be developed which wirt
cure the genetic carrier. Yet others question the varidity
of the nature or nurture argument in and of itself. Why

bother, they say, trying to figure out how one becones gay

since this question is inherentty value-raden and the resurt
of homophobia. why not just honour and embrace the richness

of difference of the lesbian and gay experience and. get on

with important things? Again, the danger of this kind of
research lies not within the question or findings, but

within the paradiqm that influences how the data is
interpreted and what the consequences are.
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Chapter three looks at the literature on lesbianism and

motherhood. In examining these two areas, f explore

different theoretical- frameworks, including social-ist and

radical feminísm, and lesbian feninism. Chapter three al-so

looks at the politics of oppression and the meaning and

irnpact of homophobia. It will end with a discussion on

internalized homophobia and how farnilies survive with the

supports of their chosen families.
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1.4 Words and Language

Language conveys a certain porrer. ft is one of
the instrurnents of domination...The language of
theory - censored language - only expresses a
reality experienced by the oppressors. It speaks
only for their wor1d, for their point of view.

(Sheila Rowbottom, L9732 32-34)

Homosexual is a clinical term used to describe same-sex

sexual activity. It is a cl-inical term that I do not use,

preferring the terms rrgayrr when referring to men and

Itlesbianrr when referring to v/omen. It is true that not al_l

$¡omen who are involved in same-sex relationships identify
themselves as lesbian; some prefer the term ,,gay.tt The

difference in self-naming is often a political one, based on

a feminist orientation. self-described resbians tend to see

themselves as v/oman-identified women in all ways; gay v/omen

associate with a larger culture that includes gay men as

well. Some lesbians, particularly those who identífy
themselves as radical or separatist feel that the gay male

culture has little to do with lesbian women since it is
male-identified. Many women feer that the term resbian is
too harsh, and use gay as it sounds less threatening.

lVhen I refer to the lesbian community, f mean only the

lesbian women's community, incruding those who serf-identify
as gay; when I refer to the gay and lesbian community I mean

all gay men and lesbian women. The terms trdykstt and rfbutchrl

are used occasionarry in this work. Both are words which

have historicalry been used as derogatory terms to describe,
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at various times, either lesbians, strong r^/omen, or women

who merely say No to men. Both words have been recraimed by

l-esbians. rrDykett is a word of pride meaning political
lesbian ferninist. 'Butchrr is a term used to describe a

strong, assertive resbian. Like dyke and butch, the term
ttqueertt has been reclaimed by lesbian and gay people as a

source of pride. rt was used in the past as a source of
shame. It now refers to a very out, very proud, usually
political-ly active lesbian or gay. It is the current
ttpolitically correctrr term.

The term rrheterosexualrrr rike homosexuar is a cÌinical,
steril-e word. rrstraighttt wiÌI be used to refer to
heterosexual- women or men. sometimes, participants may use

the term rrhet.rr rn the vernacular, het refers to a straight
person and may be used as a noun or an adjective, in the
same way that heterosexual_ is.

rrComing outrr is used in a variety of contexts. one

kind of coming out is the process that a v/oman or man goes

through when they are accepting or adrnitting or becoming

ahrare of their sexuarity as a lesbian or gay person. This
often, but not always coincides with the first same-sex rove

affair. rt is not uncommon for a v¡oman or man to have had

one or more sexuarly intinate relationships with someone of
the same sex - to even talk about being in love with a same-

sex partner - and stilr not consider themsel-ves to be

lesbÍan or gay, or even bi-sexuar. coming out in this
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sense, then, refers to sel_f-admission. Another kj-nd of
coming out occurs when this person begins to terl- others

about her or his sexual orientation. ilOuting'r refers to
someone else disclosing onets identity as a lesbian or gay,

usuarly without consent or permission. Being out usually
means that one is riving a fairly open tife and does not
hide her sexuar orientation from the worrd. Being in the

closet or closeted refers to the act of hiding oners

l-esbianism or gayness.

The language I use in this thesis will satisfy
traditionar requirements of the graduate degree program.

make no attempts to be separate from the research since r
involved in it both as researcher and participant.
Therefore, when I talk about the ]esbian community, f am

talking about me, w€, us. r do not use a universal pronoun.

Most often r will- userrshe or he.t one of the bases for
feminist methodology, âs wirr be discussed in greater length
in chapter 2 | is the requirement that the research educate

and contribute to change. Therefore, r do not speak for the

other mothers and children incruded in the study but r may

add ny voice to theirs; r wirr speak out for them, for us.

Fina1ly, a word on the structure of the final two

chapters. Finding a way to present the findings in a way

that allowed for the voices of the participants to be

centrar was very important, and presented a charlenge.

I

am
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Chapter 4 is written primarily with my comments interweaving

the participants' words. A matrix (Table I, Chapter 2) was

designed as an analytic aid. The use of the matrices proved

to be exceptionally helpful in the process of data analysis.

In Chapter 4, regular referênces are made to findings that

appear on the matrices. It was necessary to decide where to

include these Tables. Whil-e it rnade some sense to introduce

each one as it was initially referred to, this presented an

aesthetic problem as the inclusion of a Table in the middle

of the narratives vtas awkward and disruptive. A second

choice was to include the Tables in the Appendices but it

vras felt that the data was central- to the study and should

be included in the text. FinaJ-Iy, I decided to put the

Tables in the cocluding Chapter. They are located all

together, and clear)-y labelled to make J-ocating them easy

for the reader. Locating thern together in this way also

allows for comparison between families. I trust that this

decision wiíf not prove too frustrating for the reader.
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CHÀPTER 2: ITÍETHODOLOGY

...on the subject of motherhood there are no
experts. I^Ihat we need, in any case, âs women,
not experts on our lives, but the opportunity
the validation to name and describe the truths
our lives"

(Adrienne Rich, L9792

IS
and
of

25e)

Much academic research in the sociar sciences forl_owed

a prescribed formura that required the researcher distancing
herself frorn the data, thus giving a pretence of
ttobjectivity. " This carried with it the somewhat misguided

preconception that only by rooking in from the outside,
observing without participating so as not to contaminate the
data, would the 'treal truthtr be uncovered. In fact, this
type of methodology rnay gi-ve a precise description of what

is seen on the surface - that is what seems to be the

'objective reaJ-ity' - but it misses not onry the nuances,

the richness and rayers of human motivation but in many

cases the real truth.
Many crassic academic research rnethods tend to be based

on a positivist model that cl_aims that
r-n any one occurrence there is one true set of
events (the facts) which is discoverable by
witnesses and material evidence of other
kinds...it describes socÍaI reality asttobjectively constitutedrr and so it insists that
there is one true rrrealrr reality. And it suggests
that researchers can find out this reality because
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they remove themselves from involvement in what
they study. (Stanley and Wise, 1983: l-g3-94)

(in Kirby & McKenna, 1989: 34)

rn the social sciences, this most often means that classic
sociar science research focuses mainry on how to verify
theories (Glaser & Strauss, L967).

social work, which concerns itser-f with human behaviour

within the context of a variety of dynamic systerns, lends

itself to the use of a research design that acknowledges

those systems and makes use of them to enrich research data.
It woul-d therefore seen reasonable that social work research

wourd be primarily concerned with generating theory, with
verification as a secondary goar. This approach naturar]-y

requires a l-eap of faith in that it expects social
scj-entists to take people at their word. when this approach

to social science is used, the concept of validity takes on

a meaning that differs radically from classic rrscientificrl

research methods. rn ernploying quaritative methods of
research, validity requires that what we describe be

confirmed to be so by the research participants (sandra

Kirby & Kate McKenna, l-989) .

Anserm strauss and Juliet corbin define quaritative
research as ttany kind of research that produces findings not
arrived at by means of statistical procedures or other means

of quantif icationt' ( i_990: t_7 ) . It requires that the
researcher be abre to see both the forest and the trees at
the same time, while being abre to distinguish the various
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groups and sub-groups of trees, not to nention the â9ê,

Iocation, and general health of the trees, which ones are

being choked off by root systems of larger trees, etc. No

srnal-I order. Quaritative research invorves the buil-ding of
theory from the data presented, a concept which is referred
to as grounded theory (Barney Glaser & Anselm Strauss, 1-967;

Anselm Strauss & Juliet Corbin, I99Oi Sandra Kirby & Kate

McKenna, 1989). Grounded theory begins with a general area

of study. It is then up to the researcher to discover what

is relevant to that area, depending on the data that emerges

from the study.

Many researchers identify a rnethod of social- science

research that is qualitative in nature and feminist in
definition (Kirby & McKenna, l-999; Maguire, L7BT; Nebraska

Sociological Ferninist CoI1-ective, 1989). Kirby & McKenna

discuss it as rrresearch from the marginsrr that is based on

rrthe commitment to advancing knowledge through research

grounded in the experience of living on the marginsrt (64).

They incorporate a feminist analysis into their methodology,

chaì-lenging the notion that knowledge can be created in a

vacuum, by an independent, unconcerned, rrobjectivert

observer. This borrows frorn a rong tradition of qualitative
methodolgy, such as phenomenology, which challenges the

concept that there is one objective reality.
This introduces the concept of participatory research,

wherein the researcher is part of the study. participatory
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research is a specific style of research that is immensely

compatible with a feminist framework. ft relies on a ilthree

part process of social investigation, education, and action
to share the creation of social knowledge with oppressed

peoplerr (Kitzinger, 1-987: 03). The important component, in
both feminist research and research from the margins, is
that research is not on people (or communities), but ís by,

for, and r¿ith them (Kirby & McKenna, l-9892 29). This

distinction helps define the rore of the researcher as werl

as introducing a criticar paradigm for research methodoroçty.
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2.1 Feninist t¡lethodoloqv

So I must dare to begin with myself, my own
experience.

(Robin Morg'an I I978: 03)

I am a lesbian mother undertaking research on l_esbian

mothers and their children. If I were to attempt to remove

myself from the data, it would require a superhuman effort
to check and double check my assumptions. fn the end, it
would be nothing more than pretence as I cannot become

something that I am not: an objective observer. Recent

years have given us a growing body of work about feminist
research. Feminist research cannot be simply defined:

...U.S. naturaÌ scientist Cindy Cov¡den defined it
as sternming from two rrpersonal beliefs: that
reductionist science is inadequate to understand
organisms, whether they are spiders, starfish, or
hlomen; that we can only understand organisms by
seeing with a loving eye. " British sociologist
Líz Stanley wrote that rUfeminist research' is
absolutely and centrally rresearch by h¡omen,
because f see a direct connection betweentfeminist consciousness, and feminism.rr Canadian
political scientist Naomj- B1ack wrote that
feminist research 'rinsists on the value of
subjectivity and personal experience. rr (Reinharz,
1-992 : 03 )

Shularnit Reinharz further states that rather than trying to
discuss what feninist research is, the alternative is to
discuss what feminist research incTudes (04).

Sociologists Judith Cook and Mary Fonow (1990) discuss

five basic epistemological principles used by feminist
researchers in the field of sociology. These are: (1) it is
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necessary to acknowledge and attend to the signi-ficance of

gender and gender imbalance as a basic feature of social-

life, including the practice of social research ì (2)

conscíousness-raising is a specific methodologicaJ- tool and

is a general orientation; (3) the norm of objectivity which

assumes that the subject and object of research can be

separated from each other and that personal/grounded

experiences are unscientific must be challenged; (4) concern

for the ethical implication of research and the recognition

of the exploitation of women as objects of knowledge; and

(5) ernphasis on the empo\¡terment of \^/omen and the

transformation of patriarchal- social- institutions through

research.

In Doinq Participatorv Research: A feminist approach,

Patricia Maguire (1-987 ) discusses the need for developing an

alternative paradiqm in order to conduct feminist
participatory research. This alternative stands in

contrast to the dominant paradigm which has become

associated with empirical-analytical inquiry. Conversely,

an alternative form produces interpretive knowledge, rri.e.

the understanding of the meanings given to social

interactions by those involvedrr (Maguire, 19a7: 16).

Maguire suggests that this ne\^t paradiqm carry with it the

understanding that knowledge is generated not only for its

own sake, but to provide a basis for self-examination and

understanding with an eye on social change:
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Critical knowledge, a combination of self-
reflection and a historical analysis of
inequitable systems, is produced by emancipatory
or critical inquiry. Critical- inquiry i-s
structured to uncover the systems of social
relationships and the contradictions which
underl-ie social tensions and conflicts. . .Critical_
inquiry is used to help people see themselves and
social situations in a new \^/ay in order to inform
further action for self-determined emancipation
from oppressive social systems and relationships.
In turn, action informs refì-ection, and people see
themselves and their social conditions more
clearly. The dialectical relationship between
inquiry and action or theory and practice is
explicit (1,987: 1-6) .

ft was possibÌe, through the process of moving through the

different stages of doing this research, to reflect on the

degree to which this praxis took place. I heard time and

time again from fainil-ies who changed how they thought about

their situation simply through participating in the focus

group and thinking about the research questions. Many said

at the onset of the interview that they had done a

significant amount of reflection on the subject from our

first conversation to the interview date. It was not

uncommon for participants to begin the interview saying they

had been rel-atively unaffected by homophobia, and then by

the end of the interview, be able to describe several ways

in which their family was affected.
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2.2 Research Process

Feminism taught me to recognize that the personal
is political-. These experiences made me even more
a\¡/are of the role that personal values,
experiences and choices play in the research
process. (Maguire, L987: 05)

My interest in conducting this research developed as a

result of several factor. r am a feminist and therefore any

academic research r wourd undertake wourd be strongly rooted

in feminist rnethodology. Further, following an extensj-ve

review of literature, I discovered that there vras very

littre research that deart specifically with how resbian

farnilies perceived honophobia to have an irnpact upon them.

As a lesbian mother I r¡/as all too painfuJ_Iy aware of
the experiences of my farniry as v/e absorbed the homophobic

shocks of the outside worrd. I^Ihire my experiences and those

of my daughters remain uniquely our o\"rn, f also knew that
many other lesbian mothers and their chil-dren had simirar
experiences. Therefore, third, and most important, when I
spoke with other members of the lesbian communj-ty, both

mothers and not, about the research question tHo\¡/ does

homophobia impact the lesbian family?' the response was

overwhelming...the women r spoke with wanted this research.

The decision to proceed was based on my perception that r
had community approval.

f began with a list of four general questions upon

which to begin to formurate questions. These questions

arose from my own experiences, frorn preliminary
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conversations with lesbians in the community, and from

reading the literature that was available to date:

l-. How do lesbian mothers deal with homophobia in
themselves, their children, their community?2

2. How do the issues change as children grov/ from

infancy to childhood, from adolescence to adul-thood?

3. Are lesbian mothers \just like, heterosexual

mothers as some recent comparison studies iinpJ-y

(PolJ-ack& Vaughnz 32O-321,)? Or does the status of
Iesbianism in our culture ensure that, to some degree,

lesbian mothers wiIl experience motherhood differently?
4. Hov¡ do families deal with heal-th, Iegal,
education, and social- service institutions?

The study v/as to be l-inited to approxirnateì-y fifteen
(15) families of mothers and their children. The end number

of families interviewed was thirteen (13). The smal-Ier

sample allowed in-depth interactive interviews with al-l

participants. Included in the sample are interviews with
myself and my children. Ànselm Strauss and Juliet Corbin

(1991-) and Kirby & McKenna (l-989) discuss the importance of
using the researcher's personal- experience when conducting

2 I did not assume that the informants would identify
themseÌves as being hornophobic. r did assume that homophobia
a dominant cul-tura1 attitude that affects everyone..

ls
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qualitative research as one source of theoretical
sensitivity.

The Nebraska sociological Feminist colrective (i_98g),

Patricia MaguÍre (L997), and Kirby & McKenna (t-989) all
identify as essential to the feminist research process the
willingness of the researcher to bring herself to the
research. Kirby & McKenna call- this "being honourabre*:
rr. - .ItBeing honourabrerr in the research process means openry

recognizing our experience of marginarization and using it
as our touchstonerr ( j-989: 31-). As a l_esbian mother and a

rong time committed feminist, r wanted to do research which

was rerevant, meaningful, honourable, and adhered to the
principles of feminist activism and academic rigour. ,Among

these principres are the essentialness of accounting for the
experience of the researcher in the research, of giving
priority to the voices of the particípants, of an

egalitarian research process and of contextuarízing the
researchtt (Kirby & McKenna, lggg: 21,). Therefore, adding my

experiences to the interviews, and those of my children,
all-owed me to keep my voice in the research in a way which

was balanced with the other participants.
The farnilies r^/ere selected from a much rarger pool

(totar N unknown) to reflect the range of faniry forms that
exist within the population of resbian mother led families
in l'Iinnipeg. For example, there are faniries with two

partners, both of whom have a child or children; women who
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have grown children who never came out to their children;
farnilies with older or grov¿n children who grew up with the

knowledge of their rnother,s lesbianisrn; mothers who have

lost custody due to their lesbianism; mothers who became

pregnant through insemination; adoptive mothers; etc.
Attenpts r^/ere made to select participants based upon the

diversity of their situation (in order to represent a broad

range of families, with the shared characteristic being the

mother's lesbianisrn) and their wirringness to participate in
the study. Initial access to participants was gained

through personal contacts. The first six families
interviewed were families I knew. The remaining six were

farnilies who allowed their names to be passed on to me

through word of mouth in the community. Once word was out

that I was looking for families to interview, many mothers

indicated interest in being interviewed.

An initial phone call to the mother in the family
served as an early screening process. I was attempting to
get a variety of families to participate and it was

important that I interview chil-dren as well. Therefore, the

initial screening for interviev¡s h¡as based in part on the

following criteria:

1. The rnother had to be rroutrr to the child(ren) .

2. The children consented to be interviewed by me.

A letter of confirmation was sent to all participants
(attached to Appendix A). At the time of the interviews,
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written consent was obtained from the mothers and written
perrnission to interview children obtained from the mothers

of minor chil-dren (Appendix A) . Atl children who were abl-e

to write or print their name signed their own consent and

release forms. Permission to interview them was also

obtained on tape prior to beginning the interview. The age

cut off was seven years old.

One of the first steps taken in the data col-lection
process r¡/as the organization of a focus/advisory group.

Krueger describes the focus group as "...peopl-e who possess

certain characteristics, (who) provide data of a qualitative

nature, in a focussed discussionrr (l-988'. 27). f initially
invited six rnothers with whom I had had early discussions to
participate. The group that finaì-Ly met consisted of four
T¡/omen (and rnyself) who were representative of some of the

diversity of the lesbian mother experience. The purpose of

this discussion group had several components:

1. Develop a consensual definition of hornophobia;

2. Identify the research questions considered by the

key informants to be the most important r'

3. Use the information received to develop an

interview guide that is sensitive and relevant; and

4. Discuss the ethical considerations surroundingr

confidentiality and with the group members develop a

strategy for assuring anonymity and confidentiality
that would satisfy participants and academic protocol.
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The group process provided a dynamic beginning for the
research. While the participants did not, nor \¡/ere they
expected to, develop the research questions, they provided

the basis upon which the final interview guide was

developed. For example, one of the questions they had was

whether factors such as socioeconomic crass affected the way

in which famiries functioned and coped. other questions

arose about farniries of origin: for exampre, rerationship
with parents and siblings, where they grew up (urban or
rurar), etc. Rather than asking them 'irDo you identify with
any particurar crassrr, r v/as dj-rected to keep the question

more broad and ask a general question about family
background. In that wây, as weII, it would allow the
participant to state what she felt was important regarding
the question.

The final interview guide for the mothers (Appendix B)

was then pretested with two mothers to ensure that the
questions were easily understood, that it generated the
depth and range of data desired, and that it flowed easily
and rogicarly. one of the participants agreed to interview
me for the pre-test phase. This was very heì-pfur as it gave

me the opportunity to experience the interview and to make

any revisions to uncl-ear or awkward areas of the guide. rt
also served the secondary purpose of helping me remain

focused and forcing me to reall-y think about theoretical
sensitivity as r was about to undertake the research
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process. Interview guides for children and teens/young

adults (Appendices C and D) v¡ere developed using the adult
guide in order to ensure that the questions asked v/ere

similar to those asked their mother. rn order to accomplish

this, attention was paid to the details of using the same

language, but making the questions age-relevant. These

guides v¡ere simil-arl-y pre-tested with two children and two

teens.

An interview schedule was then drawn up which a]Iowed

for a minimurn of time between interviews for processing. Arl
interviews took pl-ace over a three month period. Mothers

and their children were interviewed separately, during the

same visit whenever possible. All but one intervievr $/ere

conducted in the participantrs home. The one exception was

an interview which was conducted in rny home with a mother

(whose daughter was too young to be interviewed). AIt
interviev/s h¡ere held at the convenience of the fanily being

interviewed.

Each child in the famity was interviewed separately,
with two exceptions. In these cases, the children h/ere

given the option of being interviewed arone or together, and

they agreed that they wanted to be interviewed together.
This, perhaps, helped thern feel more comfortable and

supported through the interview. Not alr chil-dren in every

family were interviewed. There were a variety of reasons
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for this. The matrices included in Chapter 5 indicate which

children were not interviewed and v/hy.

AlL intervier¡/s were tape recorded with the j-nformed and

written permission of the participants. At the onset of the

interview, I showed the participant where the pause button

I¡¡as on the tape recorder and instructed them to use it if
they so desired. I requested their permission to take

written notes during the interview. These notes heJ-ped, ât
various times, stay on track or explore a question in
greater detail, make connections, or help us return to
another area if the interview strayed from the guide. The

guide was intended as just that - a guide - to serve as a

reminder of the infornation I wished to gather. The

interviehrs hrere interactive conversations in which the

participants had a great deal of control over the process

once the interview began. The pre-screening and orientation
rroff the recordrr informed participants in detail of what the

research question was. Many of the questions on the guides

were open ended to allow for a great deal of personal

interpretatj-on by the participants. This method of data

collection is consistent with the rnethodology as described

by Kirby & McKenna (l-989) and Ann oakley (1,992), This added

significantly to the richness of data that was collected.

The length of interview ranged from 45 minutes to I L/2

hours, for the mothers, with the average length being l-

hour. The interviews with the children ranged from 20
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minutes to one hour in length. The total volume of

transcribed data is several hundred pages.

From the beginning of the research process, ât the time

when the research proposal had been accepted and the data

collection process and interview guide approved by the

Ethics Committee, I had started to keep a research journal

of my own thoughts on the research question. This is what

Sandra Kirby and Kate McKenna (1989) refer to as rrconceptual

baggage.r' f kept this journal with me, made entries during

and after interviews, before interviews, while doing library

research, and sometimes in the middle of the night or whil-e

sitting at a red light. This was used to help me refl-ect on

the data and begin the process of analysis. The use of a

journal was essential, as Kirby & McKenna emphasize, in

helping me stay focused. At one point, when I was feeling

lost in the data, I was able to refer back to an entry that

renewed my sense of direction:

I thínk I have it. I interviewed CarTa and her
daughter today. I think I've got the pTace to
begin...the anomaTy that I needed to find to place
everything eTse in perspective. Carla lived with
her Tover for years and never came out to her
Rids...never told them she was queer. Her
daughter, a teenager, found out by accident,
overhearing a conversation. Her daughter is
furious, outraged, and veryt very homophobic.
ThÍs was the first kid I met who was not very
comfortabTe with her mom's Lesbianism. Question:
does the dítference have to do with coming out
honestly to the children or does it have to do
with momts internal honophobia. Can they be
separated? If nom weren't internaTTy homophobic,
wouTd she not have told the kids? Some of the
other dífferences between this faniTy and others
interviewed so far: suburban Tiving vs. core
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residentiaT community; reTative isolation vs.
connectíon to a Targer communityr. no feministídentification vs. teninist iae'ntification.

2.3 Data ltanagement

The data consisted of the tapes and the transcripts of
the taped interviews v¡ith the participating famil_ies, notes
and refrections from the journar r kept, foll_ow-up phone

calls with some of the families, journal, magazine, and

nev¡spaper articles, and casual conversations with different
vromen in the resbian community. As previousl_y stated, the
volume of transcribed data from the tapes amounted severa]
hundred pages an over\¡/hel_ming amount of data.

The first half dozen intervievrs hrere conducted with
farnj-Ìies that r knew within the community. These families
r¡¡ere selected initialry primarily on their willingness to
participate in the study, their accessibiJ-ity to me, the
wilringness of their children to be interviewed., and their
diversity in terms of experience and circumstances. r had
put the word out in the community that r was looking for
more famiries to interview and referral_s were beginning to
come back to me. within any gay or lesbian community there
is, for good reason, a great dear of suspicion about
research. Much of what we have read about ourselves under
the umbrella of research categorizes us as either abnormal_

or immoral (warren Brumenferd & Diane Raymond, 1988; Martha
Kirkpatrick, 1997). Gaining access to the community for the
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purposes of this research question was due largeJ-y to who I

am and my credibility within the community. The fact that I

!.ras openty participating in the research, and inviting input

from participants along the way helped establish this

credibility.

As soon as possible following each interview, the tape

was transcribed. These transcriptions, using the questions

from the interview guide and the information contained in

the journal began to show emergent categories for analysis.

Comparative analysis (Kirby & McKenna; Glaser & Strauss) was

used to begin making sense out of the data and to aLlow me

to begin thinking about what I was being told. Using

comparison only, hor,./ever, is problematic due to the fact

that the interviews $/ere not homogeneous. . . interviews r¡tere

conducted with mothers as well as children. It was

necessary to look at sirnilarj-ties among mothers, and it was

also important to look at fanily consistency. Did chil-dren

remember certain facts the same as their mother did? Did

they understand events the same or differently? lVere

perceptions and interpretations of events the same or

different? Vühen differences occurred, what caused the

difference? Between farnilies, it was important to look at

several factors that may have influenced how the family

dealt with homophobia. Reflecting between interviews,

referring to the journaì- and using constant comparison,

certain general outcomes were surfacing. As the interviews
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progressed, there seemed to be some factors that stood out.

Of these, the most inportant ones had to do with
j-nternalized homophobia, existence of a strong support

system, and early discJ-osure of motherrs lesbianism to the

chitd/ren.3

2.4 Process of Ànalvsis

Each participant is the best authority of her own

experience. One of the most fascinating parts of the

analysis invofved checking the interviews of the mothers and

the children against each other, especiall-y in some areas

where f would expect concordance, for example, when the

moÈher came out to the child. Some of the differences and

similarities are described in detait in Chapter 4. It was

useful to develop an analytic aid to help make sense of the

overall data. Anselm Strauss and JuÌiet Corbin refer to
this tool as a conditional matrix which 'renables the analyst

to both distinguish and tink level-s of conditions and

consequencesrr (f-58). Each family was examined on a matrix

that included the following: (see Table f-)

' The earJ-y discl-osure here refers to how soon following
the rnother's a\^/areness of her l-esbianism she informed her
child/ren. rt does not mean terring children when they were
young as opposed to older.
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TABLE I

CONDITIONAL MATRIX

HIGH MED LOW

Internalized Homophobia of mother

Internalized Homophobia of child

Homophobia in immediate family/network

Strong Support System - lesbian community

Strong Support System - other

Acceptance level of child (as reported by child)

Accept'nçe level of child (as reported by mother)

Degree of nout' to the world

Early disclozure to child/rena

Analys j-s of the matrix will be expl-ored fully in Chapter 5.

In order to begin making sense of the specifics of each

interview, I developed a code book which \,,/as used to
organize the data (Àppendix E). The coding system emerged

from differences and similarities among participants, and

from journal notes and categories readily identified by the

interview guide. A simple coding system \¡¡as used on the

o Disclosure here refers only to when the mother
disclosed her lesbianism to her child/ren in rel-ation to when she
came out. Ear1y disclosure refers to coming out to the child/ren
relatively soon following personaL dj-scovery,
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transcribed interviews which identified the coding category,

whether the response is from a mother or child' the

interview number, and the response number. children within

a family are identified by a letter (a,b'c) ' More than one

child was assigned a letter based either on the order in

which they were interviewed or on the ord'er in which they

first responded to the questions (in those famil-ies where

more than one chil-d interviewed at a time) ' This was then

used as a tocator which, written on the transcribed

interview, might read cFl-:4AMR3. This response means that

the participant is a Child, the category is Fanily

birth/other, the interview is number 4 and this is either

the first or the only child interviewed, R3 is the response

number and the paragraph in which the response is located'

Sinilar}y,MFl:4S3indicatesM(rnother)F1-(family-

birth/other) :4 (Interview number) s3 (response number) ' These

two examples show a mother and child whose response refers

to the same category (farnity - birth/other) '

Then came the time-consuming process of going through

each transcribed interview and coding. In order to make it

easier to identify categories, and find the material in the

interviews, I used a variety of different coloured pens and

pencils. As the categories began to emerge' I began to feel

Iike ï was looking at one of the computer-generated I'Magic

Tye,, pictures where one pattern is clearly visible until you

ew it in such a r¡tay that allows the hidden picture to
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emerge. As I began to recognize patterns, I checked them

against others (constant comparison) and referred back to

the literature to discover if there was agreement there. f
had established a network with some of the women involved in

the study, and I called them from tirne to time, to let them

know how the work v¡as progressing, and to check my

perceptions.

ft became clearer at each step of the research process

that the work that I had undertaken had the potential to

ans!,¡er some important questíons for the farnilies involved.

In that way it would fulfill one requirement of
participatory research for knowledge creation which will
explore and change all forms of oppression. In a very real
way I began to be av¡are that I was being touched on a deep

leve1 by the research, not only through my contact with the

fanilies, but by the nature of the question itsel-f.
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CHÀPTER 3: THEORETICÀL FRAMEWORK

Marriage, motherhood and the farnily are three of the

most powerful institutions of patriarchal hegemony.

Homosexuality in general threatens these institutions and

lesbian motherhood in particular fl-ies in the face of much

of what the patriarchy holds sacred. This chapter examines

motherhood and lesbianism from the perspectives of radical,

socialist and lesbian feminism. It then looks at the

dynamics of oppression, and the history and impact of

homophobia. This chapter concludes with a discussion of

social- support as it relates to the experi-ences of l-esbian

!,¡Omen.

3.1 Motherhood and Lesbianism

ReaI lesbians don't have children. This is
proclaimed with equal loudness by both straight
tromen (and nen) and rrrealrr lesbians. ReaI
lesbians have never been fucked (perhaps rape is
an exception). Real lesbians have never had sperm
inside their bodies. The thought of sperm makes
them sick. Real lesbians are not interested in
children - especially male children. ReaI
lesbians find children boring and tedious. ReaI
Iesbians have much more important work to do.

(Dian Day, 1990: 35)

A common assumption is that being a lesbian and being a

mother are mutually exclusive: if you are one then certainly

you cannot be the other. UntiJ- recently, lesbian mothers

\^Iere invisible not only in the Ìiterature on Motherhood, but
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in Women's Studies and Gay and Lesbian literature. For rnany

t/omen who discovered their lesbianism after the birth of

their children, the two areas of their life seem to be in
conflict. One mother who participated in the study, Lorna,

talked about her confl-icted emotions when she began to
understand that she was a lesbian $¡oman:

I have these kids who I'm crazy about and I have this
life and I made these choices in the past that sort of
negate my now saying, Oops, there was something that f
didn't quite realize before but now I realJ-ze, and,
Boy, it's a biggie...
In L976, Adrienne Rich's Of l^loman Born: Motherhood as

Experience and Institution was the first major theoretical
work to come out of the Women's Movement that provided

insight into, and a language to talk about, motherhood as an

institution (PoIIack & Vaughan, L987'. L2). Central to
Rich's thesis is the assertion that the experience of

motherhood is tied to patriarchal institutions that affect
all women. Lacking from the original work was any detailed
discussion of the unique position of lesbian mothers:

At that time it seemed important to discuss
lesbian nothering as an integral part of the
experience of motherhood in general, not to set
lesbian mothers apart, in a separate chapter
(1986: xxx-xxxi)

In a 1986 reprinting, Rich prefaced her book with a lengthy

introduction wherein she reconsiders her earlier decision by

stating that rrlt is precisely because the lesbian is
different that a value system bent on prescribing a linited
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set of possibilities for women can neither tolerate nor

aff irm herrr (xxxii) .

Adrienne Rich's work is grounded in radical feminist
theory which holds that the root cause of women's oppression

Iies within patriarchy. It is useful to provide Rich,s

definition of patriarchy:

... (N)ot simply the tracing of descent through the
father ...but any kind of group organization in
which males hold dominant po\â/er and determine what
part femal-es shall and shal-l not play, and in
which capabilities assigned to women are relegated
generally to the mystical and aesthetic and
excluded from the practical and political-
rea1ms...At the core of patri-archy is the
individual farnily unit with its division of ro1es,
its values of private ownership, monogamous
marriage, emotional possessiveness, theItillegitimacyrr of a child born outside legaI
marriage, the unpaid domestic services of the
wife, obedience to authority, judgement, and
punishment for disobedience (L9722 78-79).

Rich, like many radical feminists, bel-ieves that the

oppression of v/omen by men under patriarchy is the
Itprimaryrr human oppression:

...in that it occurred first historical-1y,' is the
first oppression that an individual human being
learns about and participates in; and is the most
widespread oppression, occurring in virtually
every human society and pJ-acing nearly every human
being in an oppressed or oppressing sex class
(DougIas, 1990: 15).

Radical feminists were the first to introduce the concept of

the personal as political which brought many ilprivaterl

issues out of the isolation of the home and into the public

arena (Jaggar, l-988: 1-01) . Since the realm of (North

Arnerican) $/omen was primarity domestic, the radicar feminist
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perspective spoke directty to many v/omen who had previously

fert themserves excluded from traditionar poriticar thought.

The radical- feminist theorists also broke ground with
discussion of sexuar poritics, a term first introduced by

Kate Millett in 1969 to describe power-structured

relationships based on dominance of one group over another.

This opened the door for discussion of sexual relations: for
the first tine, bringing lesbian relationships out of the
rrclosetsrr and inviting frank discussion of and deveropment

of radicar lesbian poritics. rt is therefore within the
writings of the radical- ferninist theorists that we first
find extensive discussion of lesbian v/omen.

Jaggar (1988) discusses three areas in which she

identifies major probrens with radicar feminist poJ-itics.
These problem areas have to do with the radical- feminist
emphasis on v/omenrs culture, emphasis on women's control
over their bodies, and the caII for separatism. Other

writers have criticized radicaÌ feminist politics as lacking
class or race analysis. sociarist feminisrn, on the other
hand, while providing an anaJ-ysis of oppression which takes

into account political economy and class inequality, has

until recently largely ignored tesbian existence and

reality.

while sociarist feminism has to some extent failed to
include anarysis of Lesbian existence, it has certainly not

ignored motherhood. Motherhood, and the politics of
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reproduction are core to socialist feminist theorists
(AIison Jaggar, 1-988; Marilyn Waring, 1988; S. J. WiIson,

1986). A great deal has been written on this subject and it

is important to this work insofar as an understanding of the

economics of motherhood is central to the lives of the

fanilies who participated in this study.

Author Ann Ferguson, in Blood at the Root (l-989),

presents a ferninist theory of the connections between

motherhood, sexuality, mal-e dominance, and the economic

system which not only takes into account but speaks directly

to the existence of l-esbian mothers. EssentiaIIy, Ferguson

manages a nascent blending of radical feminist and socialÍst

theories to emerge with a conceptual approach she identifies

as sex/affective production. Her central claim is that:

...there are historically various \¡¡ays of
organizing, shaping, and rnoulding the human
desires connected to sexuality and love, and
consequently to parenting and social- bonding. It
is in part through these systems that different
forms of male dominance and other types of social
domination are reproduced (78).

Ferguson further states:

The standard Marxist idea of an exclusive class
position for each individual no longer captures
the complicated and contradictory reality of
productive relations in racist capitalist public
patriarchy. Rather, there are at l-east four
different historically developed class
relationshíps that can characterize a person at
the same time: race class, sex cl-ass, family
class, and individual economic class (11-9) .

The three overÌapping systems of social domination of

capitalism, racism and sexism interact to define an
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individual's material interests in our society. Ferguson's

work is irnportant in that it begins to address some of the

issues that are faced by lesbian mothers.

For al-I but one of the mothers intervie\^/ed, economic

factors were a major concern since their status as 1esbian

mother was equivalent to singl-e mother. One of the most

significant findings from this study was the discovery that
most of the mothers interviewed experienced a lack of

support within the lesbian community for themselves as

mothers, and many identified economic condidtions as being a

large problem, directly connected to their l-esbian status.
Merle, for exarnple, said that there hrere times when she fett
so incredibty disillusioned by the lack of support that she

received as a mom in the community that the thought of

leaving that community, finding some guy to marry was very

appealing. She felt that at the very least she wouldn,t

have to do it all on her or¡/n anymore, at least she could

hope for some financial support. One of the differences,

she acknowledges, between hersel-f and a heterosexual single

mom, is that rfthis is it.rr There,s not even the potentíaL

of relief through marriage.
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3.2 The Politics of oporession

The oppressed suffer from the duality which
has established itself in their innermost being.
They discover that without freedom they cannot
exist authenticatly. Yet, although they desire
authentic existence, they fear it. They are at
one and the same tine themsel-ves and the oppressor
whose consciousness they have internal-ized. The
conflict lies in the choice between being wholly
themselves or being divided; between human
solidarity or alienation; between following
prescriptions or having choicesr' between being
spectators or actors; between acting or havj-ng
the illusion of acting through the action of the
oppressors; between speaking out or being
silent' ' ' (paulo Frj-ere , i-gggz 32, 33)

I was recently listening to a political commentator on

the national public radio station discussing the three

front-runners who were vying for the leadership of a

national political party. The commentator who was being

interviewed, a woman, seemed to be fairl-y knowledgeable

about the issues and was quite articulate in discussing the

general- issues. She was asked to hazard a guess as to the

outcome of the upcoming convention. The race was between a

relatively unknown but popular woman, a high profile gay

man, and a third candidate, a (white, one presumes

heterosexual since his sexual preference \À/as not discussed

as an issue) man who was being seen as the dark horse. The

commentator summarily dismissed the l-ikel-ihood of the woman

getting elected as it was seen as too soon folÌowing a

rather unsuccessful term of leadership by the incumbent

leader, a rüoman who was stepping down. The gay man had,
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according to this commentator, the support of the speciai

interest groups, whom she went on to list asrrthe 9ays,

r^/omen, the poor, Native peoplerand fmmigrants.rr She felt,
though, that the third man had the support of rreveryone else

the mainstreamrt and therefore stood a good chance of

getting elected. I did some quick calculations in rny head

(I was driving at the tine); according to these critería,
everyone else, that is the nainstream, or white heterosexual

men, probabJ-y amounts to a mere 25 per cent (and this by a

very generous estimate), hardly enough to constitute a

victory at any poIl.

The above story illustrates several points. First, it
woul-d be unthinkable for anyone to state and get away with

saying something like rrJohn smith is not likely to win as it
is too soon for another man to win following the defeat of

the party headed by Jim Doe in the last federal- election.rl

Second, the special interest groups that were listed
represenL a majority of the population and yet it was the

small remainder that was referred to as the mainstream.

This statement v¡ent completely unchallenged by the host of

the program. Third, the commentator was a \^¡oman who was

obviously intelligent, successful- and respected in her field
and yet she presented these statements in a manner that was

oblivious to the real- content of what she was saying.

Oppression is about a handful of people rnaking the

rules, owning the money, dictating the means of production
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and the means of reproduction, and being perceived to be the

mainstream. The tools of oppression are the myths, rituals,
beliefs, laws, and customs that are reinforced through the

institutions of oppression: the farnily, the economy,

churches, schools, prisons, workplaces, and the social

welfare system. Everyone who does not fit within the smal-l

circle of the mainstream is margj-nalized to a greater or

lesser degree. One of the more successfu] methods of

keeping these large numbers of margi,nal-ized peoples in l-ine

is to keep them set against each other. This is done

through many methods, but scapegoating and stereotyping are

two of the strongest, most effective and pervasive means

(Blumenfeld & Raymond, 1-988; Goodman, Lakey, Lashof , &

Thorne, L979).

Stereotypes are formulaic definitions of peopÌe based

on sv¡eeping generalizations that may or may not contain some

truth. Stereotypes perpetuate myths about groups of people,

are usually negative, are al-ways harmful in that they allow

us to view only the surface and not recognize the person

beneath the stereotype. Therefore, a whole group of people

can get reduced to a single trait or cluster of traits
(Blurnenfeld & Raymond, l-988). Stereotypes are self-
perpetuating in that once a person accepts a particular
stereotype, she or he will- tend to notice more the behaviour

consistent with the stereotype than anything else.
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Stereotypes often help support the identification of

scapegoats. Scapegoating occurs when a particul-ar person or

segment of the population is identified as the cause of

problems. Recent history specifically lVorld War II and

the wide spread slaughter of Jews, homosexuals and others

shows us that real- and profound evil can occur against those

who are the identified scapegoats, by those who accept the

myths and the stereotypes. Other examples include the witch

burnings and, closer to horne, the institutionalization of

Native North Americans as the colonizers accepted LLre savage

stereotype. According to Blumenfeld and Raymond, three

conditions must be necessary for a group to be scapegoated:

f-) prejudice must already exist against that group or

individuals; 2l the individuals or group rnust be perceived

as too weak to fight backr' and 3) society must sanction the

scapegoating through its institutions ( (1988: 223). It is
very easy to make a strongr argument that all three pre-

conditions exist for lesbians and gay men.

Prejudice certainl-y exists against homosexuality:

hornophobic jokes and other statements regularly go

unchallenged, one of the worst and accepted - playground

epithets is ttfagr t' parents banish their children from their
home upon discovery of their child's homosexuality

(Blunenfeld & Raymond, l-988; Kath Weston, L991) . The

relative invisibility of the lesbian and gay population

renders them in many v/ays unable to fight back against the
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scapegoating. Many people may know l-esbians or gays weII

at work, âs a neighbour, as their child's teacher, or the

minister, oy the store ov/ner on the corner - and not have

any idea about their sexuality. They ñây, then, think that

the only gay and lesbian people who exist are the ones who

seem to fit the stereotypes. Institutionalized prejudice

against lesbians and gay men is everywhere. Primary

relationships, often long-time and as much a marriage as any

heterosexual union, are not IegalÌy sanctioned; Iesbian and

gay partners have no legal- rights to inherit or have medical

signing authority or right to coverage in health and dental

insurance plans (except as specified by some individual
progressive companies and agencies); Iesbian and gay

partners who are co-parenting children have no inherent

legal rights; lesbian v/omen continue to lose custody of

their children in the courts on the sole basis of their

sexual preference.

It may well be asked what purpose is served by

scapegoating lesbians and gay men. One part of the ansv/er

is simply moral superiority. Nowhere has this been more

evident than in some of the earl-y discussions as the AIDS

epidernic was reaching into different sectors of the North

American population. In the first days of the

identification of HIV and ArDS, the disease surfaced

primarily in the North American gay rnale community and was

called rrÎhe Gay Plague.rr Next to nothing \Á/as being done in
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terms of research and intervention. The discovery of this
new prague added renewed zearousness to the new christian
right: they r¡¡ere able to cite bibl-ical passages about god

sending plagues to punish immoral behaviour. Abhorrent as

it was, it was common to hear people express the opinion

that it was god,s ov¿n personal method of getting rid of
homosexuarity. Then, when the disease began to surface in
other seg'ments of the popul-ation, the ranguage began subtry
changing. children who deveJ-oped Hrv and AIDS forrowing a

blood transfusion or in utero from their mother, women who

developed it, from heterosexual- relations with and infected
partner were called the rrinnocent victims.r' This 1eft gay

men (and later intravenous drug users) with the irnplied

titre of evir malefactor: they were the ones responsible

for this disease, for not onry bringing it upon themselves,

but inflicting it on others as werl. Fortunateì-y, with tine
and education, this kind of language and attitude is no

longer publicly accepted, but f venture to say that it has

not completely gone ar^ray.

Another belief that has a strong moral- imprication is
the pervasive judeo-christian based attitude that the sole

purpose of sex is and shourd be for procreation. I^IhiIe this
was discussed previously in terms of state control of the

means of reproduction, it is essentiar that we not ignore

the strong morar base to this berief, si-nce this seems to be

what drives so many prejudices. This rnyth often coexists
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hrith the belief that l-esbj-ans and gay men are child-

molesters. The ratíona1e for this myth follows the

following argument: homosexual sex cannot produce childrenr'

lesbians and gay men must find ways to increase their

numbers if their 'kind' is to survive; therefore, they

recruit and seduce children into their lifestyle. This

formed the fundamental basis for the L977 rrsave the

Chitdrenrr campaign that was spearheaded by fundamentalist

Anita Bryant following the publication of her book The Anita

Brvant Storv: The Survival- of Our Nation's Families and the

Threat of Militant Homosexualitv (Lil-lian Faderman, 199L2

1ee).

When Friere talks about the duality which is

established in the innermost being of the oppressed, he is

describing the lesbian and gay experience. one l^roman who

participated in this study spoke of her pain:

I knew I was different when I was 3. I knew there
was something different about me...I was attracted
to girIs. And I thought "this shouldn't be, it
shouldntt be...rr And I used to go to church all
the tirne cause v¡e were told to go to church and in
church you learn that men and women belong
together so f was realÌy confused. f was confused
at how I was feeling and why I was fee)-ing what I
$/as feeJ-ing...I fought it with alcohol...I didn't
want to believe what I was and so I drank. I went
out with men when I drank...that was the only time
you ever sav/ me with a man. . .

Oppression, as has been stated, can be and is rej-nforced

through many means. It is the particular tool- of homophobia

which is of interest to this study.
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3.3 The Meanincr and Impact of Homophobía

It is virtually irnpossibl-e to view one
oppression, such as sexism or homophobia, in
isolation, because they are all connected:
sexism, racism, homophobia, classism, ableism,
anti-Semitism, ageism. They are linked by a
conmon origin - economic pohler and control and
by common methods of lirniting, controì-ì-ing, and
destroying }ives. There is no hierarchy of
oppressíons. Each is horrible and destructive.

(Suzanne Pharr, 1988: 53)

The effects of homophobia are manifest in ways that

many of us, including the families who participated in the

study, are not even able to identify, much less articulate.

Às the researcher I had to be avrare at all times of how I

have been feeÌing while conducting this work. I undertook

to do the research bel-ieving that it was important work, and

the feedback from the participants certainly confirmed this.

However, I too often found rnyseì-f being very secretive and

selective about whom I shared my thesis topic with. I was

at tines silent, vague, apologetic and outright. dishonest in

response to the question of my thesis topic and depending

upon who was asking the question. There were times when it

was very clear that my own fears kept me silenced, even when

the topic of casual- conversation may have been sornething as

general as the frustrations of completing a graduate

program. f would not participate in conversations of this

kind as I feared that someone would ask me about my research
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topic. I knew that by merely disctosing the topic I would

be outing myself and was not always prepared to do so.

lrle live in unsettling times. on the one hand there

appears to be a greater acceptance of gays and lesbians.

Lesbian and gay characters are beginning to appear regularty
in the popular culture: on television dramas and situation
comedies, in the movies, and certainÌy on stage. Several

mainstream magazines have featured articles pertaining to
gay culture. fn recent years, popular culture figures have

come out openJ-y and unapologetically about their sexual

preference. The tragic rise of the A.I.D.S. epidernic is
partially responsible for the increased visibility of gay

men. Movies such as ttPhiladel-phia" and I'Longtime Companionrl

have g'iven us sympathetic Hollywood images of the irnpact of
A.I.D.S. on the gay conmunity. It woul-d be pleasant to
think that this recent visibility has had widespread irnpact

on generaJ- acceptance but many lesbian and gay activists
feer that they reach only those who are arready syrnpathetic.

The inpact on the antagonists is far more sinister.
Many would argue that the increased visibility of gays

and lesbians in mainstream curture has served to increase

homophobic fervour among, especiall-y, those who identify
with the new christian right. Homophobia juxtaposed with
the new right creates an aura which says gays and resbians

are scary. A faniliar myth says that homosexuality is not

okay, that lesbian and gay people wilt harm children. This
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theme is used tirne and again by hate-mongers and is

certainl-y not ner¡¡...the previously mentioned 'rSave the

Childrenrr campaign in the ni¿-tgzO's grew in strength in

direct proportion to the visibility gained by the then new

gay rights movement.

The concept of children being at harm by a particular

group of people is one which is particularly powerful and an

effective tool when hate-mongers attempt to garner support

for their cause. Over time, various myths have surrounded

certain cultural groups, for example, Gypsies steal

children. The thrust of the anti-gay and l-esbian campaign

has centred on protecting children. of course parents want

to protect their children, but what happens when the rrenemyrl

is within? ff the very person from whom you are supposed to

protect your chil-dren you are told time and again, is the

person you see in the mirror every day?

Hornophobia or the irrational fear of those who Love and

sexually desire members of the same sex is a concept which

has only recently made its way into everyday vocabulary. I

would venture to say that this is so because it was such an

accepted part of the cul-ture that it needed no name until

the consciousness-raj-sj-ng brought about by the Lesbian and

Gay Liberation Movement. Homophobia is, however, âs much a

part of the society in which we live as are racism, sexism,

classism, agieism, ableism, and heterosexj-sm. The ferninist

perspective recognizes that overriding all of these forrns of
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oppression is patriarchal dominance. The foundation on

which the whole system is based is economic power and

control.

It is important to recognize that since we are all
raised and live within this system, it is virtually

impossible to not be affected by hornophobia. One does not

need to be beaten by a gang of gay-bashers to be victim to

the wrenching effects of homo.phobia. Everyone, Iesbian,

gay, bisexual , ot heterosexual has absorbed the pervasively

heterosexist assumptions of our society. Many mothers are

faced daily with the potential loss of their children, their
homes, their jobs based so1ely on their sexual preference.

One mother interviewed for this study told me:

My ex-husband initially at least was really accepting
but as tirne $/ent on, with the separation, he went
through a time when he threatened to try to go to court
and get my kids because I'm a lesbian. At times I was
really terrified that he would use my lesbianism as a
way of getting at me...ny job...I'm out at work but
sometimes I'm really aware of ny vulnerability...Every
once in awhil-e I'm aware that if he got mad at me he's
got something that he can use. And he's in the same
profession as I am (a helping profession) and all he
has to do is teII a few peop1e...

This mother is aware at aII times of her vulnerability to

exposure for no reason other than the pervasive fears

engendered by homophobia. The external attitudes that are

so all-consuming are mirrored in each and every one of us

and even the strongest and most confident radical lesbian at

times is, I am sure, tormented with inner confl-icts and

denial, particularly if she is a mother.
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To this point, I have defined hornophobia in a psycho-

social sense based primarily on the cl-assic use of the term
rrphobiatr meaning f ear of rrhomorr the same. Joan

Cummerton (l-980) gives a cultural definition of honophobia

that is useful for providing context of the far-reaching

effects of this particular form of oppression. Homophobia

is, she states:

...any belief system that supports negative rnyths about
and stereotypes of gay men and lesbians. More
specificalì-y, it includes (1) belief systems which hold
that discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
is justifiable, (2) language that is offensive to gay
people (such as rrqueertr or rrdykstt) and (3) any belief
system that does not value homosexual J-ife-styles
equally with heterosexual J-ifestyles (l-04) .

The greatest power of those belief systems that justify

homophobia lies ín the insistence that homosexuality is
immoral (sinful) or abnormal (sick) (Suzanne Pharr, t-988) .

It is no wonder then that until- recently, much of the

literature that was availabl-e on lesbian women or gay men

was to be found under rrDeviancyrr (Martha Kirkpatrick, L9g7).

It is still true that the gay and l-esbian J-ifestyle is
frequently included in sociology texts on deviancy. ft was

only within the last generation that Homosexuality was

removed from the DSM - the diagnostic manual which tends to

be the legitinizíng rrbiblerr for assessing psychoÌogical

disorders. The abnormal- (sick) perspective is reinforced by

and often used in conjunction with the imnoral (sinful)
argument. Those who argue the righteousness of homophobia

on sinful grounds do so with a myriad of quotations from the
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Bible. Many historians and modern theorogians counter that
most often the citations put forward are interpretive and

revisionist (warren Blumenferd & Diane Raymond, l-98g).

Those who are bratantry honophobic are so r.¡ith explicit
and inpricit societar approval. As recentJ-y as j.96g porice
in najor American cities regurarry raided bars that $/ere

known or suspected to be resbian and/or gay bars and

arrested patrons for doing such immoral acts as dancing with
a same-sex partner (warren Blumenfel-d & Diane Raymond, 19gg;

Lil-lian Faderman, 1991). Lesbian and gay partners have few

legar rights- The concept of resbian and gay parents
fostering or adopting chirdren continues to be debated on

the grounds of sexual orientation rather than the fitness of
the individuars who appry to parent. A canadian lesbian or
gay man may be turned ar¡/ay at the American border and denied
entry to that country if their sexuaÌ preference is known.

The American mil-itary has dishonourably discharged women and

men for their sexuar orientation. Lesbian mothers continue
to be concerned that their parentar rights rnay be questioned

on the grounds of their sexual- preference.

Apart from the legal sanctions directed against
lesbians and gays, homophobic attitudes are reinforced
through social codes of behaviour. Theologian James s.
Tinney (in hiarren J. Brumenferd & Diane Rayrnond) suggests

that there are several overrapping categories by which

corrective homophobia is rnanifested (l-988: 258). First is
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the denial of culture. Vlomen, African-Americans, Native

Canadians and other minorities have been instrumental in
raising consciousness regarding the excLusion, invisibility,
and revisionism in history in reference to their specific
realities. By the same standard, lesbians and gay men have

had no history or culture if we are to believe the

historical records that are available.

Related to the denial of culture is the denial of
popul-ar strength, which sinply refers to the minj-mizing of

actual numbers of the population. The population is
perceived to be deviant and existing soemewhere else,

certainly not in the neighbourhood. Someone can be living
next door to a lesbian couple for years and continue to

wonder why the nice girls next door never seem to go out on

dates.

The third area is fear of over-visibility. This is
shown in some seemingly innocuous statements such as: rrr

don't care r^rho you sleep with; you are just a person to me.rl

or ttWhy do you have to announce that you,re l-esbian? I
don't announce to everyone that I have a boyfriend.tr The

message that comes across to lesbians and gay men is that
their sexual preference isn't very important or ought to

stay hidden. Minor displays of affection - hand holding,

standing close, or giving r¡rarm hugs to your partner in
public - things that heterosexual people take for granted -
are used as examples of being too ttblatantrt or ilflaunting.tt
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Even Monday morning discussions at work about week-end

activities must be kept invisibre; the lesbian and gay co-
workers wilr be the quiet ones who most people at work know

very little about. It may also be that people readily
accept their co-worker or neighbour or brother or sister who

rrpassesrr- that is, she or he may live a fairry low-key life
with or without a partner - but they wourd be unwirling or
unable to accept someone who was overtly ttgueer.tt

Às with other minorities a number of factors tend to
come together that lead to the creation of defined pubric
spaces for lesbians and gay men. For many years, the only
meeting place that many had was in the bar. l.ihile this has

changed to some degree, there are still excrusively lesbian
and gay bars. v[hile many say that this offers a safe prace

in which to sociarize, the counter argument is that at1
private bars do is add to the ghettoization of the comrnunity

since it means that the rest of the worrd does not have to
dear with it. rn large urban centres, there j-s generalry an

area of the city that is clearly identified as a resbian
and/or gay friendly area to live and do business. rndeed,

this sras a factor for rnany of the participants in this
research study when deciding where to live and raise their
chirdren. one mother stated rr...v/e knew there was some qay

and lesbian cornmunity in worseley and we came to worseley

for that reason. .. rr Às we witr see, the decision about
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where to live was an important one for aII the families
interviev/ed, for this very reason.

À final area of socj-etal hornophobia is that of
tolerance. Many well-educated advocates of human rights
tolerate homosexuality and favour civil rights and (for
example) protection under the Human Rights Code in spite of
the fact that they may be terribly unaccepting of the

thought of lesbian and gay sexual activity. This kind of
attitude may ultirnatety lead to patronizing which, the

r¡/oments movement taught us so weII, can be as or more

damaging than blatant discrimination.

3.4 Internalized Homophobia and Self Respect

I.Ioments love for women has been represented al_most
entirely through silence and lies. The
institution of heterosexuality has forced the
lesbian to dissenble, or be labetled a pervert, a
criminal, a sick or dangerous v¡oman, el',c., etc.
The lesbian, then, has been forced to lie, like
the prostitute or the rnarried l¡oman. . . I myself
lived half a lifetime in the lie of that denial.
That silence makes us aII, to some degree, into
liars

(Adrienne Rich , 1-979: 190)

I.le have seen that there are a number of social, Iega1

and cultural behaviours and attributes that support a
homophobíc society. What, then, is the impact of systemic

oppression on the individual?

We aII live in the same world that teaches us that
same-sex desire and sexual activity is morally repulsive,
sinful, psychologically immature or damaging, or that it
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does not exist at aII. It is to be expected that we aII
Ínternalize these attitudes, as surely as we have

internali-zed racist attitudes by virtue of living in a

racist society. It is inescapable.

The research question for this study is frVthat is the

impact of honophobia on the lesbian family?rr As the next

chapter will show, the most significant guestion that each

family had to deal with came from coming to terms with their
own internal struggles regarding the sexuaL preference of
the mother in the farnily. The literature certainry supports

this (Alpert, 1988; Arnup, 1988; Benkov, L994; Clunis &

Green, 1995;). fn one of the few studies that interviewed
children of lesbians, Louise Rafkin includes this quote from

a 23 year old man:

f have some advice I would i-ike to pass along to
gay parents whose children are any age. First,
secure a good line of communication with the child
by letting hirn or her know exactly how you feel
and that it is not v¡rong or strange that you are
gayì it just happens to be your sexual
preference. Being gay is not a problem; it's an
opportunity to create a ttbirds and beesrl
conversation which witl give a child a head start
in this sexually repressed society...If
homosexuatity is not made a problem in your
fanily, it uron't show up as one (1990: t_65).

The responses to internalized homophobia can and do

take a variety of forms: long-term denial, contempt for
those who are more rrblatant,rr distrust of other lesbians,
projection of hatred onto another minority group, attempts

to pass as heterosexual, marrying a member of the opposite
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sex for social approval-, ísoJ-ation, depression, suicide,
alcoholJ-sm, and drug addiction. There are even self-help
groups that have been established to help rrrecoveredrr or
rrformerrr homosexuals.

Even those who are most rroutrr at work or school, with
their family of origin, with the world in general - need to
constantly assess their surroundings, in order to ensure

their own safety. fn recent years in Wihnipeg, men have

been beaten for merely walking down the street alone in
areas that are believed to be frequented by gay men.

Regularly, when walking in the area of the local women's

bar, hromen get yelled at from car windows. Being call-ed
rrfucking dyke" is the least of the insults hurled. I was

personally beaten up by a number of R.C.M.P. cadets for
refusing to dance with one of them in a bar. !{hen the

police finally came, they reprimanded me and my friends. It
was my friends and f who were banished for life from that
particular night-club for being rrrowdy. fr We were f ive women

sitting together, all friends who didn't get the chance to
see each other often, having a few drinks, talking and

laughing and enjoying our o\^/n company. I was approached to
dance by a young man. I politely refused and he became

aggressively insistent. one of my friends attempted to
intervene and he and his buddies began to call us names

including, of course, dyke, queer, etc. Eventually they

Ieft, only to be outside waiting for us in the parking lot,
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vthere they attacked us. I learned that night that just the

threat of lesbianism is enough to endanger v/omen and as a
lesbian f learned that rny life was always at risk. It made

me very afraid for my children.

Lesbian fanilies with children choose a variety of hrays

in which to deal with these kinds of fears. One of the most

consistent means of survival is to build a conmunity for
yourself that allows haven from the rest of the worId. The

importance of social networks cannot be emphasized enougrh,

particularly within the lesbian community, and especially as

the families in this study expressed it.
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3.5 Lesbian Families and Social SuÞÞort

What to make of the relationships that lesbians
and gay men labe1 lovers and claim as kin, erotic
ties that bear no intrinsic connection to
procreative sexuality or gendered difference?

(Kath l^leston, L99t: 137)

The fields of mental health and social- services have

seen a rise in recent years in the development of social
support theory (Ann Oakley, L992; Lambert Maguire, 1983;

James Whittaker & James Garbarino, l-983). Maguire gives the

following definition of social- support:

Social support is not treatment (or even guidance)
although it rnay include some aspects of both. It
is a feeling and attituder âs well as an act of
concern and compassion. It is what friends, good
neighbours, and relatives provide. When these
kith and kin link together for the purpose of
helping, they form a social support network (5L).

Social work theory, particularly an ecological perspective

that j,nvolves systems theory, is very conpatible with the

elements of social support. In many ways, social support

theory is one of the few relevant frameworks we have for
understanding the phenomena of the strength and importance

of the lesbían and gay community to its members.

James Whittaker describes the social support network

AS:

(A) set of interconnected relationships among a
group of people that provides enduring patterns of
nurturance (in any or all forms) and provides
contingent reinforcement for efforts to cope with
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life on a day-to-day basis (Whittaker & Garbarino,
1993 z 29) .

For most people who come out as lesbian or gay, there

is a drive to seek out like others. Since the emergence of
a strong gay and v¡omen's liberation movement in the 1960s

and 1970s, gay and lesbian people have moved towards urban

gay and lesbian communities. Even the language that is used

within the community is closely connected to kinship. I
have had, at various times, a man or r¡¡oman described to me

as rrone of the triberrr rrin the farnilyrrr a sister or a

brother. This experience is similar in other cities, other

conmunities (Kath Weston, L99L). The seeking out of
cornmunity is essential in the establishment of identity.
Further, according to Eileen Lewy (1989), the l-iterature
suggest that an inverse relationship exists between the

adoption of a lesbian identity and stress experienced by

lesbiansr or, the stronger the l-esbian identity, the less

stress is experienced by the h¡oman.

Many gays and lesbians, upon coming out and either
facing or fearing rejection from their birth family, wilt
distance themselves, and either move to another city
entirely which will aIlow them more freedom, or will seek

out a community thaÈ exists within the city in which they

live. Most large cities have lesbian and gay communities

that naturally attract those who are first coming out, once

they know what to Ìook for. Often, entry into the lesbian
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and gay conmunj-ty feels like entry into a secret society.

Sometimes, but not always, a supportive conrmunity may be

located within a geographic loca1e. Kath l^Ieston says rrAmong

Iesbians and gay men the term rrcommunityrr (1ike coming out)

has become as multifaceted in rneaning as it is ubiquitousrl

( 1-9e1: L22) .

Community has been vital to a number of lesbian women

and gay men in that it helps provide identity. often,

coming out stories are accompanied with tales of seeking out

and finding the loca1 rrcommunity.tt It would be a mistake,

however, to presuppose that this is a coÍrmunity defined by

sameness. It is a community unlike many others in that it,
is defined only in relational terms: if you have a same-sex

preference, you may belong. The community is made up of as

many sub-groups as you can define.

When I came to Winnipeg in the late L97O's, the lesbian

community vras reeling from a recent tragedy. A woman in the

community, a mother, had kiIled her two children as a

solution to her isolation. She was, of course, mentally

ill, as everyone acknowledged, but the tragedy split the

small, tightly knit community in two. Many condemned her

outright: how could she do this to her children? Others

took personal responsibifity: how could we have all-owed a

sister to reach such depths of despair without helping her?

There is, of course, no resolution to such questíons and the

effects of the tragedy eventually faded away. What was left
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$/as the opening of the dialogue within the l-ocal lesbian

community on the place of mothers and children within that
community. It raised such questions as Is there room in the

Iesbian community for children? How much is that community

willing to support mothers and children? I,Ihat about male

children?

Two decades later, with many children having grown up

within that environment, the same questions are being asked,

and the stakes, according to some of the mothers

int,erviewed, are much higher. When rny children and f
entered the community twenty years âgo, there $/as no

question as to how I came to have them. I had been recently
involved in a sexual relationship with a man. Some women

accepted rny children and delighted in having children around

at various functions. Others wanted nothing to do with

them, seeing the presence of children as either a nuisance

or a disgrace. I found friendship and hostility, support

and rejection.

Today, lesbian mothers are facing the same kind of

community ambivalence, but with a ne!{ twist. Nov¡ it has

become almost in vogue to have children, but only if it is
done in such a manner that it is politically correct, such

as through donor insemination, fostering or adoption

(Katherine Arnup , L995; Laura Benkov, L994r' Merilee Clunis

& Dorsey creen, 1995). One of the mothers who was

interviewed for this study has been challenged by others
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within the community for not being rrcleanrr in the way she

conceived since she arranged to have sex with a sixteen year

old male, with his knowledge, for the express purpose of

getting pregnant.

One study conducted by Eileen Lev1r entitled rrl,esbian

Motherhood: Identity and Social Support" (1989) draws the

following conclusions :

In general, then, the findings rel-ated to some of
the lesbian-identity variables suggest that the
lesbian mother occupies a rnarginal position within
both society and the lesbian community. ÀIthough
the women endorsed contact with others as an
important coping strategy, they also !,/ere aware of
their narginality in the larger community, and to
a lesser extent, within the lesbian community.
They identified the lack of social support,
support from tÌre lesbian community, and support
groups for lesbian mothers as areas in which they
perceived unrnet needs (49-50) .

Lewyts findings vrere supported and reinforced by the

families who participated in this study, âs we shall see in
the following chapter.
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CEAPTER 4: LIVED BY lfE

I'm not selling the screenplay to my life for no
fifty dollars.
We could get tape recorders.
We can be writers, too.
You dontt need to know how to type no more.
we can write as good as he can write if what he's
writing is what we're talking. We should've got
co-credit or something.

When that article comes out, it's gionna sây,
Written by him.

It should at least sây,
Lived by Brandy and Tina

(Jane Wagner, 1987, p. 130).

The research contained in this thesis is gathered,

analyzed, and presented by me. It is lived and spoken by

the remarkable v/omen and children who chose to share their

stories with me.

The core of this chapter is written in narrative style.
The voices are those of the mothers and children who were

interviewed, saying in their own words that which is
important to thern. I have interwoven conmentary with the

narrative in order to highJ-ight some of the irnportant

categories that emerged from the interviews. While most

participants said that using their first name was acceptable

and only some asked that they be given a pseudonym aII
participants are identified by a name other than their own

in order to protect their anonymity. Other identifying
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characteristics have been changed, and some specifics which

may reveal participants, identity wiIl have been omitted or

altered. Àny omissions or alterations will not affect the

content of the data. Each mother and child are treated
discretely; while they participated as families, each

member of the farnily has her or his own voice independent of

other fanily rnembers. f do not always identify family
affiliations except when it. is necessary for context or

because there is sirnitarity or difference that is
significant to the analysis of the data.

4.1 Who IÍe Àre

There have always been lesbians who were mothers
Iesbians who struggled with the decision to have
children, Ìesbians who have gotten pregnant
against their will, lesbians who have adopted
and/or been foster parents, lesbians who have had
children in heterosexual marriages, lesbians who
have raised the children of relatives and friendq
Iesbians who have lost their children, who have
had their children taken from them, or who have
felt the necessity to give them up, Iesbians who
have been open, and lesbians who have hidden their
lifestyles from theÍr children.

(Sandra Pollack & Jeanne Vaughan, L987: L2l

Thirteen farnilies participated in this study, including

my os¡n. f began by speaking to friends, virho in turn
referred me to friends and acquaintances of theirs (snowball

samplÍng). !{hile there $/ere many sirnilarities, the

families were also diverse in terms of background and

circumstances...there proved to be no such thing as a

typical lesbian mother headed fanily. Irthat was true for
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all of the mothers interviewed was that they all had their
children through the act of sexual- intercourse with a man or

men. This is significant in that many lesbian T¡romen today

are choosing pregnancy through artificiat insemination by

donor, either donated sperm from someone they know or from

an anonymous donor frorn a clinic. Eight t/omen r¡rere married

to the father of their child/ren and vrere either divorced or

Iegally separated with divorce pending. of these eight,
five fathers had regular contact with their child/ren and

there was minimal or no contact with the other three. Two

vromen had children with fathers from common-l-aw

relationships that had ended many years prior. Two others

had children with fathers through what v¡ere considered to be

sexual affairs, that is, there v/as no expectation of a

lasting relationship. One woman had sex with a young man,

with his agreement, for the express purpose of getting
pregnant. This last v/oman was the only participant who

planned a pregnancy while she was involved in a lesbian

relationship. For the rest of the v/omen, their children
were born before they came out as a lesbian t or whire they

were in the process of self-discovery. One woman had. her

youngest child in a last-ditch effort to prove that she was

not lesbian:

...I guess that I spent some time there (denying
my sexuality) and in my last hurrah to say "I will
be straight, Damn it!tt, (my youngest son) v¡as
conceived...
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Family sizes varied from one child to five (in one

fanily, two foster chidlren had recently left the home).

The age range of the children was from 5 years old to 22

years o1d. I was abl-e to interview at least one child in
each family, with the exception of one family. The only

child in this family was five years old and I had decided,

through the direction of the focus group and the approval of
the Ethics Committee, to interview only children age 7 and

o1der.s The mothers were all employed outside the home or

T¡/ere studying full-time. Five of the mothers lr/ere involved

in a committed Iive-in relationship with another woman.

The majority of the r¡romen hrere invol-ved in or training
for what may be seen as professions that are r,/oman-dominated

fields social work, teaching, clerical, oÍ chitd care.

Two women are artists. At the time the ínterviehrs $¡ere

conducted, four farnilies shared custody wíth child/renrs
fathers, one mother had visitation arrangements with her

children who lived with their father, and the remainder of
mothers had exclusive guardianship, with varying degrees of
paternal involvement. In two families, the children were

grov¡n and living on theír own. Two of the wornen had

grandchildren and two others lrere going to become

grandmothers within a few months of the interview. Ten

5 The one exception to this was the farnily with three
children, ages 4,7, and 10, who very clearly asserted that they
wished to be interviewed together.
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families lived in residential urban communities in l^iinnipeg,

and three in Winnipeg suburbs. One mother is Treaty

Indian, one is Metís and the rernainder are Caucasian.

The data in each mother's interview is compared and

contrasted with each other mother as weII as with her

chil-d/ren's. The child/ren's data is further checked

against their mother's as well as compared with the other

children who were interviewed. The information presented is
primarily in the voices of the participants...only citations
from external sources will be identified through quotations

or indentation and proper annotation. As each speaker is
introduced, her or his name wil-I be bolded. The content of

their words will be in italics. For the rnost part, their
words are written as they vrere spoken, with some editing
done for ease in reading and understanding. Occasionally I
paraphrase someone's words, but the content is never

comprornised. Some of the participants are quoted more often

then others. I have tried to incl-ude all rel-evant data,

which sometimes means that the citations are fairly lengthy.

Any deletions will be noted by ne as three dots (. . . ) .

The presentation of findings is broken down into the

three large categories which emerged as significant within
the interviews. The first section deals with definitions,
external perceptions and experiences with homophobia and

internalized homophobia. The second talks about coming out

and being out, integrating some of the information on
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hornophobia and how this affects the individuals within the
famiry and the famiry as a whole. The final_ section dears
with how the famities cope, through the identification of
and reliance on social supports.

4.2 Buying the Lies: The Impact of Ilomophobia

Fear of the label rrlesbianr has driven many intomatrimony, mental hospitals, and - worst oi all
numbing, dumbing normality.

(Mary DaIy, t979z 20)

À1r of the participants were asked for their definition
or opinion of what homophobia is. The definitions ranged

from a few words such as rfear of gaysrr to those that v/ere

prirnarily polit.ically framed. tferre said that homophobía

comes from the same place that sexÍsm does and it operates
on a number of difterent revels. rt operates socialTy in a

very broad sense, poritÍca77y and psychÍcar7y, emotionaLry,
menta7Ly. rt's used to dictate that peopre wirT torm

certain reratìonships. rtts used to maintaín contror over
the kind of reratíonships we form. Ætd r thínk that it ìs
used very much to maintaín the sense of the patriarchy. The

onTy correct ranìLy torm is marríed...man, woman, kíds.
rt's used to negate and deny other faniTy rorms and it ís
used very much to control women. Homophobia against men is,
r think based on sexjst prineipres, it is based on the same

principres that have to do wíth denying the varidity or
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existence or rightness of everything that isn,t díctated by

whíte, heterosexuaT males. It happens in subtle ways, with
the stuff that te77s us that as women Toving women we are

somehow subversive, so that you end up ínternalizing that.
Then therets the blatant stuff, being beaten, havíng your

kíds taken away from you, or being fíred or denied a job

because you are out. A77 kinds of things...having your

7ívelihood threatened, havíng your home threatened, having

your famiTy threatened, and hating yourseTf. Or addíng that
(homophobia) to the amount of stuff that women already have

to hate themselves with!
Kerry's definition is similar. It ís, she says, a

whole range from beíng just a basic fear of homosexuality

to, and oÍ cotirse, that what you feel in yourseTf. you

can't underestimate psychoTogy involved here, that peopTe

are atraíd of theír own sexua7ity... ít ranges from that to
homophobia as a whole socíety thíng based on the

patriarchy...homophobia ís rea77y a tool in a 7ot of ways

for maintaining female oppression. For Tack of a better
word, I think it has to do with keeping status çl1ro, reaLTy.

I hate using that kind of Tanguage. I do. But I think it,s
very effectíve by forcing everybody to thínk that there is
only one option, whìch is to fo77ow the path of
heterosexuaTíty and get marrÍed. I thínk it,s very

damaging.
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ilude agrees. She says honophobia js a judgenent based

on an attitude or a vaTue that there,s only one elay to be

and that's to be heterosexuaT and to be homosexual is to be

disliked or hated. You get the message from soeiety that
there's somethíng wrong with you. And you know everythíng

reinforces it. Psychiatrists used to think you were

nentaTTy i77 and that continues to be reÍnforced. I end up

feeling that there,s something wrong with me, thatts how Trm

seen.

Other voices echo the above: Rhonda: It ís ignorancer

peopTets fear. PeopLe are afraid of somethíng that they see

as deviant and wrong. Irfaggie: IrrationaT fear and hatred of
homosexua-2.s. Karin z Homophobia js a f ear of the

"othern...the standard definition - a fear of gays and

Tesbíans because it,s so dífferent from yourse7î...I gaess

it's mostTy just tear of the difference. PIus, therets this
whole negatíve nythoTogy thatrs been deveToped around

homosexuality, things Tike paedophiTia, disease, and aII
that, but the definition as a fear, whether it involves

knowledge or non-knowTedge, even iÎ there is knowTedge, it
can be a generalized fear, a reaT malicious hatred. Lorna:

An írratíona7 lear and hatred towards homosexual people;

it's more just the lear because of thínkíng there,s
somethíng reaL7y terribTe about it and they shouTd be

protected lrom it.
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The response from the children to this question varied.

Sixteen year old Danny said ít ís fear of homosexuals, and

shannon, al-so sixteen, says that homophobia is being against

gay peopTe. Sonja defines it as people being afraíd to be

around gay peopTe, to talk about being gay and just feeling
uncomfortabTe with it ín generaT. Ten year old Sydney said

Ít Ís someone being atraid and not understanding a

homosexual person, and her little brother, 7 year old

Michael volunteered, much to his sisterrs dismay, that it
means Tike iÎ you're afraid of tarantuTas or spiders. sam

is fourteen and he thjnks ítrs more peopTe who have

homosexual tendencies and are afraìd of them so they reverse

it so that they ean prove they are not qay. Zoe, age L6,

tentatívely asked íf ít (homophobia¡ was when you were

afraid of them, and 15 year oId Sherry saj-d she djdn,t know

what it was. Sherry's brother, Rick, said tre'd heard the

term before but didn't have a definition. For al_I the

interviews, after participants responded to the question, f
offered my definition of homophobia as rrfear, dislike or

hatred of lesbians, gays and bisexuals that often results in
acts of discriminationtt as this is the definition that was

the most acceptable to the members of the focus group.6

6since conducting this research and reflecting on how
homophobia has affected everyone, I would change this definition
to drop the word rroften. rt r have come to berieve that it always
resurts in discrimination, whether visible or invisible.
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One of the most powerful definitions came from one of

the mothers, Suzanne, who said ít's when peopTe find out who

you are, what you are, how they Took at you, it's being

dífterent. For many of the mothers, homophobia was an

external force against which they fought. Most recognized

that they had internalized some degree of homophobia by

virtue of living in a homophobic society. others, Iike
guzanne, struggled with believing that she was inferior
because of who she is, having literally internalízed social

hatred. She clearly recognizes this self-hatred: f didn,t

want to beLíeve what I was and so I drank...thatts rea7Ly

what I did. Drank to forget. To forget who I am, to lorget
what I am.

Carlar âs well, feeÌs personally and internally bound

by homophobia. I'd Tove to be open, she cTaims. Itd rea77y

Tove to be open, to have the kids and their friends so that

they could feeT relaxed and they know who I am as a Tesbian

mom but itts not possibTe. PeopTe judge. PeopTe are scared

it's going to reflect back on the kíds so I've Tived a quiet

TifestyTe, very quiet. And Darlene had a talk with her

daughter about ít (Tesbianisn) not being catchy and how her

parents were straight and she's gay so her kids arentt going

to be homosexual because she ís. This is social homophobia

at work ín its most insidious way, with a mother telling her

child not to hrorry that she may be like her mother since the

odds are against it,. She was not talking about an illness,
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but about who she was, and yet it was framed in the language

of il-lness or defect.

Maggie has had times when she thought she should stop

thís and go back...just forget thís and go back to Tive with

her husband and resume her old Tife because sometimes ít was

just too dilficult.
The effects of internal hornophobia naturally have an

impact on the relationship between the mothers and their

chiJ-d/ren. The nature of the impact seemed to depend on the

degree to which the hornophobia is first of aII acknowledged,

and second, situated within a political framework.

Internalized hornophobia in the mothers interviewed can be

seen on a continuumT. There were some who revealed a great

deal of personal shame and self-loathing based on their

sexuality, who truly believed the social dictum that

homosexuality is sick or sinful. Both Suzanne and Carla

certainly struggled with this, âs can be seen frorn the above

quotes. They struggled to accept themselves but were very

far away from feeling any sense of self-acceptance, much

less pride in who they are. On the other end of the

continuum are those mothers who had acknor¿Iedged that they

had some degree of internalized hornophobia because they live
and were raised in a homophobic society. However, they !,¡ere

7 The idea of continuum
the following chapter, wherein I
condítional matrix.

is explored in greater depth in
discuss the use of the
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able to control these feelings and use them, not for
personal condemnation, but to scrutinize the system that
would call them inferior. For the most part, they had a

political framework, and the supports that all-owed then to

reject self-loathing.
Kerry, in particular, had a great deal to say about

internal hornophobia, as an out, very non-apologetic lesbian.

of course, she said, T be7íeve I probably ínternaTized

homophobia. But, I think things that your parents, hammer

into your head stay with you. 11 your parents te77 you from

day one that ít's wrong or immoral to be gay or Tesbian, it
takes aTot Tonger to get rÍd of it. So, I think that
I've...sure Itve ínternalized some homophohia lrom society.

I dontt think you can not have, with mass conditíoning. It
you want to talk about our own attitudes, I mean that's
probabTy the hardest thing to taTk about. But it has

affected us as a coupTe. Sometimes, I've actuaTTy gotten

through that. l,Iaybe it's helped me become academicaTTy

involved so that I have more of an anaTysis, but I remember

thinking, I shouldn't be doing this. This is wrong. Even

though Ttm attracted to a woman. Like I said, thís was

betore I went to schooT and I think about how many Tesbians

in the past have thought that because homophobia made them

leel that vray. Stopped and gone and got married or just not

had a luLfiTTing 7i1e because of that. Itts made me think

sometimes... I mean you dontt see yourseTf, yoü dontt see
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women making Tove on t.v.. You don't rea77y thínk ít's

ríght. You only see a man and a woman doing it, you know.

So, that affects me. You ínternaTíze that and sometimes

Ít's very hard to get beyond that. Itts been years since

f've had trouble with ít although f do have troubTe wíth it

on an everyday bases in some respects. The trouble ís as a

couple. Sometimes I think maybe I should just go....be wíth

a man. Who couldn't I suppose. It would be easier. You

wouldntt have to deaT with hatred. I think aTot of what

affects me with homophobia is invisibiTity.

Karin recoqnized that her own awareness of homophobia,

and her fear for her son, influenced how she prepared him to

deal with the world: Ríght away I told hín that some people

thought ít was wronçJ for two women to Tove each othet and

that some peopTe wouTd put people down or night attack you

because they were afraid of people who were a Tittle

dífferent from them. Ætd he understood that right away' it

was kínd of sad that he had to censor, self-censor, but it's

also necessary. T don't regret teTTing hín that. I thìnk

we need to give chí7dren what they need to protect

themselves in a hostiTe world.

I^ihen Karin had the conversation with her son about

self-censoring, he was 4 years o1d. Sam l¡¡as l-4 when f

interviewed him and his attitude revealed a great deal about

how he has processed the information about his motherts

sexuality: Sometimes .r feel uncomfortable when certain
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friends are over cause some of my lriends are homophobíc so

I feel uncomfortabTe when they,re around at my p7ace. OnTy

a coupTe of my friends know; some of my friends, I dontt

care if they know cause I'm pretty sure they wouldn,t

care...Itm open in generaT. But I stí77 think Itm a Tittie
homophobíc from Tike television and everyday Tife and the

messages that other peopTe transmít, Tike some Tesbians and

gays are homophobic. I think everyone,s a bit homophobíc.

fnternal homophobia is experienced by many of the women

from within the l-esbian community as well. lferle descríhed

the experience of beíng at a lesbían social when another

woman approached her, unaware that she was the mother of the

chí7dren who were dancing up a storm on the dance fLoor.

That woman was, said Iûer7e, rea7Ly rea77y upset about these

chiTdren being here and was taTking about how unconscionable

it was for someone to have brought these kids here to see

aLl this...tle77, I Tooked around and I said "Yeah, you,re

right. It isn't the greatest atmosphere in here, itrs
realTy smoky, and there's a77 thís drínkÍng going on.,, "I
didn't mean thatr,' she saíd. She was taTking about exposíng

the chiTdren to the Tesbian community and being exposed to

women Toving women. At least five other women who

participated in the study reported having similar
experiences.

This attitude in the lesbian community, they believe,

is a direct result of homophobia in a number of ways. First
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of all, there is the assurnption that this behaviour (two

vJotnen dancing together, holding hands, hugging, kissing,
basically doing anything that people do at social
gatherings) should not be seen by children (chitdren are

often present ât, for example, straight wedding socials),
the naturar inference being that it is shamefur, disg'usting,

should remain hidden. Along with this comes some righteous

indignation that we (lesbian mothers) have no right to
inflict our lifestyle on innocent chirdren. . .1ife is too

hard as it is, etc.

second, some vromen identified a punitive quarity about

this attitude. trferre berieves the reasoning goes something

Tike this: Het women make active choíces about whether or
not to have chiTdren, it is seen as not onry their right but
their ob7ígatìon and a priví7ege, an option that Ís arways

open to them. If a Tesbían wants a chiLd, it ís seen as a

ríght that has been forfeited: it we choose, or are ín this
Tifestyre however vle got here, then one or the sacririees Í,re

have to make is that we give up the option of having kÍds.
Third, there are regular debates raging within the

resbian community about how women get children.s some feel
that if you have children through sexual rerations with a

man, then you have recentry or have living proof of having

slept with the enemy; others feel that artificial

I

under the
This area is explored
general discussion of

in greater detail in Chapter 3,
lesbianism and motherhood.
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insemination is not appropriate since the child will be

deprived of knowing her or his father. one mother, Kerry,
got pregnant after having had sex with a young man for the
express purpose of getting pregnant. she related this
incident3 As a parent yourre much more aware or homophobía,
youtre much more sensjtive to it. rtts not just me theyrre
going to be hurting, it's a rittre kid who could reject me.

ï never was afraid of that untir r was at a party a lew days

ago. A woman saÍd to me "you know, your kidrs going to run
away rrom you one dayr', or something to that erfect. þIhen I
asked her what she meant, it was because of the way r had

her, it wasn't quite crean or something. or cor).Tse, that
was her own rear of comíng out and arr that, but she rearry
got me upset- lrhat? Because Ym a resbian ny kidrs going
to reject ne?...r teer like that,s internarized homophobia.

rt's LÍke saying that men have rights to their seed., their
sperm, that they have some kínd of right because he had sex

with me, because he came inside me. r d.on't feer he has any

rights. Í,te rajse the chird. obviousry, rtm not rearry an

advocate of ments rights.
Finalry, at reast four of the mothers identified a

connection between homophobia and the transient nature of
lesbian relationships. Merre said, it,s díffícurt a7so,
going into rerationships with that in the back ol your mind.
That was the way it was, the norm that there seems to be in
the community that reratio.nships wontt rast. That makes it
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especiaTTy hard when you have Rids. I think it's because we

don't rea7Ly be7ìeve our relationships are important, we

don't honour them in the same way that the straíght world

does. Maggie, also, spoke about thisz At Least since I've
come out it seeJns to me that a 7ot of Tesbian reTationships

dontt 7ast...that couTd be due to homophobia and the fact

that society just doesn't sanction the relationship.

The farnilíes in the study all experienced homophobia to

varying degrees, âs v¡e have seen. So far, this discussj-on

has focused on internal homophobia as experienced by the

mothers in the fanily. It must be noted that tbe manner in
which the mothers dealt with internal homophobia and the

degree to which it was present had a profound effect on the

child/ren. For the mosÈ part, those women who understood

and had dealt with internal homophobia, identifying it as a

tool of oppression, v/ere also able to impart this to their

child/ren. The reverse was also true. If the mother viewed

herself and her lesbianism through a deviancy framework, the

child's attitude in most cases reflected the mother,s. For

example, Carla's daughter, 16 year old Zoe, readily agreed

to be interviewed but was visibly uncomfortable every tine
specific words such as gay, lesbian, and homophobia t¡ere

used. When I was giving her the standard introduction to

the study, she grimaced when I said rrlesbian mom.tt Í,1e77,

she said, I don't really Tike it cause it's kinda

weírd...I'm not a Tesbían myse7l so I don't really know
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myanything about it cause I don't talk about it at a77...If

mom were to announce that she's Tesbian up and down the

street I'd curl up ínto a ba77...when my mom and her friends

taLk about it I feel rea77y uncomfortabTe; it's not my

7ífestyle and I just tínd that I cantt agree with anything

they say so I just go into another room. Suzanne's

children, 13 year old Ànnie and I year old ,Janie, also

refer to it as weírd.

Similarly, as internalized hornophobia was mirrored by

comments of the child/ren, so $¡as acceptance and openness.

Adrian is 18. His mother, Eve, is open and comfortable

about her sexuality. Adrian says of his mother I'd Tike to

note that my mom's lifestyle because of her sexuality is

very strong and very positive. I think Itd be a very

dítferent person if Itd been raised by ny father. My momts

been a very important infTuence in my 7ife. 10 year old

Sydney thinks it's great that her mom is a Tesbian because

she meets a 7ot of peopTe she probably wouldntt meet if she

wasntt, and a7so, ít's a 7ot easier to be non-homophobie

when one of your parents is Tesbían. other children also had

opinions about their mother's sexuality and homophobia.

Sonja, for example, began by commenting on her perception of

her síster, NíchoLe's reaction to her mother's Tesbíanism:

I think Nich is more homophobic than I am. She doesntt

rea7Ly talk about ít, but she te77s everyone that Momts gay

and maybe thatts an outlet for her to deaT with homophobia.
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But I think deep down she sti77 hasn't dealt vtith ít; I

thínk she has a 7ot to deal with. I think taTking is very

important withín the famí7Íes and the siTence is what

creates homophobia, too. Not taTking about ít is Tike it

doesn't exist. Talking about it, ít's there and this is

part of your Líves and this is a reaTity. I taTk about it

tree7y, I think it's coo7. I'm gTad my mom's gay because

I'm glad she's happy. I think we need more gay peopTe in

our society.

Of course, while the infl-uence of the mother is

important, it is certainty not the only one that wiII affect

how the chil-d/ren will deal with homophobia. According to

Dar1ene, she delayed coming out for several years out of

fear of her ex-husband's response. When she dìd, she said:

When I came out to my Ríds, when a77 ny kids Rnew, he was

just awfu7. He told a77 the kids that I was a fuckíng

faggot and a fucking pervert and a fucking homosexual and

that (ny Tover) was the same and that we were síck,

depraved...it was awfu7...my daughter came home in a panic.

Hets rea77y, rea77y homophobic. Rick (ny son) aftenrards

was okay, he says it's okay, he jokes about it, but ny

oTdest son took it the hardest and dídn't speak to me lor a

Tong time.

The most disturbing interview I did was with 18 year

old Rick. Rick seemed to have fu1ly integrated his father's

attitudes and was quite open in his homophobic cornments. I
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don't Tike fags, he said. WeII, Tesbians I don't mind, but

fags, I don't Tike fags. They're just not my kinda

peop7e...I don't know any and I dontt want to...I'd probably

beat the shít out of them if I did, I just dontt Tike fags.

l¡latching women together turns me on. I just don't 7íke

fags.

It is no wonder when these kind of comments are heard

from the mouths of those we love our family - that we

internalize some self-hatred. Many \¡/omen interviewed talked

about feeling at tirnes like they should just rrgo backrr or

change or have a relationship with a man because it would be

so much easier. There are few who did not. have at least one

experience with social or institutional honophobia, or at

Ieast, consciously nodified choices out of fear of reaction.

For others, the acts r,rrere more direct. For example, I was

beaten by police rookies. Darlene }:ad to Tisten to her

husband's venomous díatribe, and motherrs stated wish for a

cure for her. Her mother also has said from the beginning

that a77 homosexuals procure and that gay women and men Tike

to teach so they can procure chiTdren to be 7íke them.

They're a77 perverted according to the bib7e, her mother

says. Darlene works in a sociaT service agency and knew

that a co-worker was warned by her boss not to hang around

wíth another woman who was a very out Tesbian. lferlets
mother claims to be comfortable with it and wi77, behind

I'Ierlets bacY, ask her chiTdren if they rea77y urouTdntt
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rather have a man around. Kerry was kícked out of nursing

school for being suspected of having an affair with a woman

in her dormítory. Andrea was fired from a job because her

boss saw her with her Toverts arm around her shoulder; he

ca7Led her a sícko and saíd she would attract the wrong kind

of c7íenteTe (this was a restaurant Tocated in the Osborne

Ví77age area of !,Iinnipeg, an area where a great many gay men

and Tesbians 7ive, vrork, and do business). Lornats in-7aws

pray for her and urge her to go to HomosexuaTts Anonymous.

A few of the mothers had to deal with their children's
questions when neighbouring chitdren $/ere suddenly not

allowed to play with them. Carla and her faní7y were dríven

out of their home after she toTd a neighbour...others found

out and then the windows were shot out of her house and

people on the street began to avoid the famiTy. guzanne

used to hear the oLd peopTe in her home community te77 her

"Itts wrong...it's wrong what youtre doíng, to go to another

woman and have sex with another woman.,' She would waTk down

the street and people would ye77 Lesbian or Dyke at her. In
the city, in her apartment h7ock, other women come into the

Taundry room when she is there, and wi77 ca77 her a name

usuaTTy dyke - and waTk out. One time, she found a pair of
her son's white pants ín the Taundry room...someone had

picked them up and written 'Dykets pants', ,Tesbian jeans,
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her son could see.

Yes, indeed, homophobia
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them into the garbage before

affects the faniì-y.

4.3 Coning Out and Being Out

I{ith children, the outside world becomes
unavoidable unless you isolate them cornpletely.

(Sarah Schulman, L9902 24)

Every woman interviewed went through a coming out

process of discovering that her sexual orientation was

towards other vromen or another woman rather than men or a

man. For most, this discovery was described as a type of
home-coming. It was not an a\Á/areness that happened

suddenly. The process of coming out is as complicated and

circuitous as most personal journeys are. All of the women

interviewed in this study had sexual relationships with a

man or men before they cane out. Some of the women were

married or had been involved in long-term, very serious

relationships with men. Ivfany of the vromen spoke about

getting married in spite of being attracted to other

females, almost as an attempt to disprove that anything was

t'v/rong." Car1a, for example, said she was never attracted
towards boys when she røas younger, only girls, but she went

against what she was leeTing and got married instead. And

was very unhappy. llhen she came out she felt 7Íke ít was

time to Tive for herseTf.
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For aII of the women, the fact that children \á/ere

involved was always a central issue. Because she knew she

wanted to have chiTdren, Lorna said, ít was a very confusing

factor in her coming out...she had considered that she night
be Tesbian at a younger age but discounted it because her

certainty that she would have chiTdren seemed contradictory.
When she fína7Ly did acknowledge her Tesbianism to herself,

Lorna saíd, ít was because ìt couTd no Tonger be deníed.

Her youngest chí7d was a nursing infant when she came out to
herselt, ãs she put it. The knowledge was a process lor
her, a dawning of admission, and 1ina77y acceptance.

Merle's experience was similar. I started figuríng things

out, she said, started realizing that I was probably in Tove

with E77en. And that was it, it just changed lrom there,

things fe77 into p7ace. I hadn,t had a reTationship with a

woman. I came out without ever having sTept wíth another

woman and started talking about it.
While the najority of the v/omen interviewed were very

comfortable with their sexuality as far as affirming who

they \Àrere as sexual women, the reality of dealing with their
children in the worl-d has proven to be one of the biggest

challenges. It was not easy for any of the women to decide

how they would prepare their children for the homophobia

they were bound to experience. All of the mothers wanted to
protect their children, and this meant different things to
different fanil-ies. For some mothers, it was important to
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sit down and have a conversation specifically about

homophobia. For others it meant hiding - remaining in the

closet both to their child/ren and to the rest of the world

in order to protect their family. Joann Loulan, lesbian

mother and psychologist and author of several books on

Ìesbian sex and relationships, has said:

Many gay parents do not talk with their children
about the fact that they are gay. By rrprotecting"
them from knowing who we are, we act as though
there is something horrible about us.

(Joann Loulan, L984: 19)

The matrixe is helpful in seeing an association between the

degree to which children were homophobic and how early

following their coming out the mother told their child/ren.

Car1a recognizes this c1early. She díd not te77 her

chiTdren, ín spite of Lívíng with her woman Tover for 6

years. Her two sons and daughter Tived wíth them but she

passed off her partner to her chi1dren and the rest of the

world as a friend who was heTping out wíth expenses. lrlhen

her daughter did îínd out about her mother's Tesbíanísm, ít

vlas through overhearing a conversation between her mother

and another friend. Zoe is sti77 angry two years Tater

because she (her mother) didn't te77 her, she kept it lrom

her. She thínks it would have been aTright if shetd known

earlier but she's mad cause her mom didntt te77 her. Zoe's

Refer to Chapter 4, Tab1es 2-L4.
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rating on internar homophobia was very high, from the total
interview. she wourd curr up and die, she said, ir her
mother was rearry out. carra believed she was doing what
was best for her chil-dren. r thought it wourd be a l_ot

harder for them to dear with growing up, she said. And r
thought it wourd be better telling then when they were old
enough to understand and sit down and have a talk. But now

r rirnTy berieve that it,s best to terl kids when they,re
young, 7et them get used to the Jirestyre rather than
waiting ti77 they,re an ol_der age.

Riclc, who is extremery hornophobic I was arso very angry
with his mother Darrene for not teTJing him sooner. she had
deTayed coming out to her chirdren Íor a number of years,
because she was concerned about their lather rinding out and

chaTTenging custody. when she did terr Rick, it was a year
atter she had tord his younger sister, and that made him
even more angry.

Like zoe, Annie and Jarnie said they found out by

accident. Janie, he said, set his mother (suzanne) and her
gír7lriend up, because he knew what they were doing
(kissíng) and he pretended to be doing something eTse and

then he and his sister warked into the bedroom and saw them.
Their mother remembers it differently, but alr agree that
there was a relationship with another v/oman for a long time
before any discussion happened. Both chil_dren r¡/ere very
angry that their mother had kept something from thern for so
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long. And both children reported feeling very uncomfortabte

with their mother's lesbianism.

To a large degree, CarÌa, Darlene, and Suzanne have

internalized a great dear of shame in who they are and this
message has been transported to their children in a variety
of ways. Even while Car1a muses that she woul-d teII her

children earlier if she had it to do again, it is tinged
with guilt in who she is: letting them get used torfthe
lifestyle. " The very assumption that this is something to
protect the children from carries with it the assurnption of
shame, of living in the shadows.

This can be contrasted with the attitudes of some of
the other families. In those families where the mother

talked to the child/ren immediately following her personal

discovery, the acceptance Ievel of the child/ren $/as

considerably higherlo. I was rea77y out, Merle said, to the

kids right from the tìme that I came out. Because I had

them so young, from the tine that they started being verbal,
and even before then, T taTked to them a77 the tine. They

were the people who Í+ere around, the ones that I talked to.
So when I came out it was just sort of natural for me to be

taTking to them about it. And I don,t know if they

understood or what they understood but it was a

deveTopmentaT thing. I expTained it to them as I thought

l0 See Tables 2-t4 and discussion following presentation
of findings.
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they would understand. As they got older our conversations

changed. Merle's daughters, both nol¡ grown, agreed with

this: neither could remember a coming out occasion. It

just always lrtas, their mom vtas a lesbian and it was normal.

Sonja Taughed when she talked about bringing her fiance to

her mother's house

were Ín her study and he was Tookíng around and he saw a

coupTe of books and he said, "Sonja, is your mom gay?" and

I said "Yes.u Hets going, "Ílhy didn't you te77 me this

before?" and I thought I had. That was really bizatre...I

think ít's almost something I assume peopTe Rnow now but

then Itm not sure. I guess to me it's just normaT.

Àt least one mother, Rhonda, cannot remember the words

or circumstances at all. Ìqy f irst reTationshíp with a woman

was when the kíds were reaL7y young and it just didn't come

up. Then I was ínvolved with (a nan) for a long time and

when I finaTTy came out again, I didn't realize that they

didn't know. It didn't seem that there was anythíng unusual

about ít that needed to be talked about.

Karin, Andrea, Kerry, Lorna, Corinne, Maggie and Merle

alt came out when their children \,sere fairly young and aII

talked with their child/ren inmediately and as age

appropriate about lesbian and gay issues. Jude, Eve, and

Rhonda came out when their chiJ-d/ren vrere older but spoke to

them immediately regarding their lesbianism. All of these

children, L3 in total who v¡ere interviewed, ranging in age
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from 5 Eo 23, displayed relatively little evidence of

internal homophobia. Of the other three fanilies, where the

mother delayed talking to the children, the attitudes v/ere

quite different, with the chil-dren displaying anger and

homophobia.

One of the decisions that needed to be made in all the

fanilies at one point was how to rstreet-prooffr the children

regarding social attitudes, particuÌarly regarding gay and

lesbian issues and homophobia. For some of the mothers,

this conversation happened in conjunction with coming out to
their fanilies, if the child/ren were old enough. For

others, it happened when it was age appropriate. Karin toTd

Sam at age 4 or 5 that some people thought it was wrong and

night attack or try to hurt you beeause they are afraid of
difference. Merle told her chÍ7dren that they probably

shouldn't say Tesbian at school because their teachers and

others night not understand...It was hard, she saíd, and she

hated doíng that, because she grew up with so many secrets

ín her own famiTy so she hated feeTing Tike she was setting
them up like that. Lorna, âs weIl, taTked about preparing

her chiTdren to deal with the worid: I haven't ever wanted

to ask them to keep a secret. They understand that ít's not

safe to just te77 anybody. So what we have said ís we te77

people who we have come to trust about how we 7ive. Because

the truth is that most people out there don,t understand how

we 7ive. And once we come to know or trust someone then at
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that point we expTain to them, te77 them this personal part,
about how our faniTy is. On the other hand we say you never

need to feeT Tike can't say anythíng; you never need to

feel 7íke you've done something errong iÎ you te77 someone

who acts badLy, it's not your fault. llhen my partner was

working in the school system there was some risk because

when they're 7itt7e you never know what they'77 say. So

there is that, there is that sense of personal risk about

who they'LL te77. On the other hand the risk of havÍng them

leeL 7íke they canlt te77 or of having them keep a secret ís
more dangerous.

In a book titled Reinventing the Familv, psychologist

and lesbian mother Laura Benkov states:

All lesbian and gay struggles can become bogged
down by fearful retreat to the closet or,
conversely, pushed forward by the willingness to
venture out, but, both the difficulties of emerging
and the profound impact of public declaration are
especially cì-ear in the case of gay and lesbian
parents (1994: 31-).

As Lorna's words above help illustrate, coming out is not a

solitary eff'ort. When a mother comes out in this homophobic

system, she is not only coming out herself, but for her

whole farnily. The reverse ís true as well. In being honest

with our children and arming them with the truth about who

r{e are, and, further, in trusting them to make decisions for
themselves regarding this informatì-on, we are also giving

them permission to make decisions for us. Just as we can

out them, they can out us. Merle's younger daughter, Sonja,
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used to greet everyone at her door when she was about 6

years oLd with "Hi! Are you Tesbían? Who are you Tesbian

with?" Her older daughter, Nichole, when she got to be a

teenager, decided that ít was cooT to have a Tesbian mom,

and told everyone ìndíscríminateTy, almost for the shock

va7ue, she thinks now. There was a time, NichoTe said, when

she telt the need to advertise it because she was angry at

her mother. She had a rea77y negative attítude towards a

Lot ol things in her 7í1e and she was aTways ready for a

fight, you know, teTTing peopTe to see what wouTd happen,

Tike "I dare you"...ít was rea7Ly a rebeTTious thíng.

Lorna's chitdren shared this conversation regarding

their orrrn coming out:

Sydney (age 10): A 7ot of my friends know because a Lot of

my fríends are rea7Ly mature and can understand ít but in

c-Z.asses Tike I'IichaeT's grade (grade 2), you know, they

wouldn't understand uniess they had Tesbían or gay parents.

And, Jon (age 4), do any of your friends know? (Jon shakes

his head) No, I dídn't thínk so. But it's our choice to

talk about it.

Micbael: Yeah, I just don't talk about it much, but I te77

my lriends that my parents are divorced or separated. I

telT then that but I keep my nouth cTosed if they try to

taTk me into sharing some of my secrets. I just think

that's okay because once they fÍnd out my mom is Tesbian,

they'I7 tease me about it. Cause when they found out that
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my fríend is BangTadeshi they started teasing her. And when

I lound out that mom was Tesbian I thouqht the same thing
wouTd happen to me.

Sydneyz And because there's so much talk about, Tike kids

in our class, in the schooT, theytd never thínk that one of
the kids had a Tesbian mom or gay father, so they just talk
about it Tike they dontt rea77y know anything about it.

Thirteen year old Annie decided that she would not be

teTTing any more of her friends beeause she told her best

friend when she first moved to the city but she dídn,t
beLíeve her. Sherry is also reTuctant to teII peopTe: Itrs
very hard to decide who to te77. You have to rea77y trust
them and theÍr understanding. You have to know them,

befríend them for a Tong time. You have to trust them as to
things that are important to you already, they haven't told
anyone.

The world is a great deal easier to live in without an

enormous secret loorning over the farnily as many of the

participants confirmed. The process of coming out and the

degree to which the farnily is out is a decision that each

mother, and consequently each fanily deals with. Darlene

!.¡as one of the mothers who had the most to deal with Ín

terms of rejection from her farnily. She was met with a

great deal of overt hostility, threats and name-calting from

her ex-husband. At least one of her children, Rick, has

embraced his fatherts intolerance for gay men. With these
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kind of factors to deal with, it is all the more significant
when Darlene saidz Itts just that the more out I am the

Less problems we seem to have. Because therets more room to
move. You dontt have to figure out a way to manoeuvre, this
ís just the way it is. There's personaT power in it. The

onTy thíng I ever ask Sherry (ny daughter) is pTease, dontt

ever, ever deny who I am.

I decided very early on that I needed to be out, l.ferle

said. It was a question of me being out so that ny kids

could hear me expTainíng very cTearTy who their faní7y was

and so that they couTd hear the words I used and understand

that I was proud of who I am, who we are. It's exhaustíng

to come out. I did it a77 the time, it's always there,

whatever decísions I made regarding everything from where

I'd work to where we'd Tive to where the kids would go to

schooT. And being out ís the onTy vray we (Tesbian moms) can

prepare our Rids with this particular famí7y secret. It's
not Tike other secrets, Tike incest, addictions, abuse...the

"common" famiTy secrets. But it is a secret nonetheless and

we have to strike this balance between giving our kids the

impressíon that we arentt ashamed of and are in fact proud

of who we are and who we 7ove, whiTe Tetting them know the

rest of the world can be hostiTe toward that. So therets

thís strange balancing act that we need to do wíth our kids

ín order to prepare them to meet that in the world. And I
think the onTy way that we can do that adequately ís by
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giving them a politicaT message...I don,t know if this is
true for a77 Tesbían famiTies, but for me, one of the things
that has had an impact on the way I raísed ny kids was my

Tesbianism. gtle had a concrete, 7íve-ín exampre that we were

able to draw on and use to iTTustrate politicaT connectíons.

I am a feminìst and I raised them to be anti-sexíst, anti-
racist, anti-homophobic. They were raised wíthin a

particuTar community and r thínk theír Tives were incredibly
enríched by being part of that communíty. Of course, there

were probTems with that communíty as we77, but I think they

Tearned a great deaT and some of the vaTues that they pícked

up growing up ín a woman-centred faní7y and within a woman-

centred community have served them we77 and wi77 continue to
serve them we77. They both know who they are, what they

want, and are very elear that no-one is going to teII them

otherwise.

Merle identifies that the woman-centred communíty she

refers to is the Toeal Tesbian femíníst community. Tn the

course of raising her chiTdren, her taniTy oî orígin was not

rea77y ínvoLved, she said. í¡thi7e they werentt overtTy

homophobic, they were fairTy dístant and had never been a

great source of support for her and her chiTdren. She

decided when her chiTdren were pre-schooTers that she wourd

need to Took elsewhere for emotional support, kind of build
a tani7y. And that is, she sajd, what the woments communíty

provided lor her: a chosen faniTy.
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4.1 Coping: chosen Famities

Lesbians and gay men challenge ttfarniJ-y
valuesrr rhetoric by expanding the definition of
farnily - emphasizing relational aspects like love
and commitment over any particular fanily
structure. We challenge the myth that places
Iesbians and gay men on the side opposing children
and families. And in reclaining our relations to
family life, wê assert our humanity in the face of
dehurnanizing forces (Laura Benkov, 1-994: 07) .

Fanily is a powerful word. For some, it evokes images

of warmth and nurturance, eliciting feelings of security and

confidence in belonging. For others it means just the

opposite - hostility, rejection and insecurity. Whatever

our childhood experiences, the people with whom we spend the

first several years of our lives are indelibfy a part of us.

We have learned to either trust or be Ì¡/ary, praise or

criticize, love or l-oathe ourselves. Social Work teaches us

that one of the primary needs of hunan beings is social

affiliation or the need to belong. The most enduring and

universal unit of social affiliation is the farnity. Most of

us assume that the family will continue to be a source of

strength and belonging throughout our lives as that is what

we are aII taught to expect. When the fanily in which we

have been raised, hov/ever, becomes a hostile atmosphere, a

natural response for many is to seek out a group which will
be welcoming and accepting. This is the case for a great

many gay and lesbian people whose farnily of origin has

proven to be less than accepting.
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It became clear in the course of conducting this
research that one of the areas that was significant in terms

of how the family dealt with homophobia was the degree to
which the rnother had strong, positive social supports. In
aII cases where a positive support network was present, the

entire farnily identified this, independent of each other.

It seerned as though the mother's network al-lowed children
rrnirrorsrr - the identification that they v/ere not al-one with
this particular family issue. For some of the farnilies, the

mother made a conscious decision to live in a geographic

community that was identified as lesbian-friendlyr or richly
heterogeneous in terms of class, race, culture and ethnic
origin, and farnily form.

l{erle, for example, said that when her kids were young,

they Tived prinariTy in a woman-only community. We 7ìved,

she saíd, in inner-city communities in Targe cíties wíth a

7ot of feminist women around. I chose that Tifestyle and

those areas íntentionaTTy, in a sense, protecting ny kíds

and Tetting then know there were other Tesbians around. f
tried to expose them to as broad a range of peopTe as -r
couTd and when they would compTain that we werentt Tike

anyone else, I would chaTTenge them as to what their
frÍends' famÍIíes Tooked Like. coíng through that exercise

what they wouTd find out was that very few of their îríends
had a faniTy that Tooked same as ',everybody e7ses.', The

biggest símiTarity was that they were aIL so different
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some 7íved with grandparents, some had divorced parents and

Tived between two houses, some had several generations

7ivíng in the same house, some even Tived communalTy. The

nuclear lamí7y on T.V. wasntt necessariTy the way of

reality.
In a sirnilar fashion, Lorna and her lamí7y made a clear

decísíon to move from the country to an area of Winnipeg

that is known to have a gay and TesbÍan population when she

came out. ttle kínd of isolated ourselves from our f ami7y,

she saíd, and we knew there was some gay and Tesbian

communìty ín WoTseLeytl and ure came to this area tor that

reason. Andrea, as weIl, considers that she and her

daughter are Tucky to be Tiving in this area (Wo7se7ey)

because she thinks there are quite a few Tesbian moms, and

at least a better awareness.

For other nothers, as we1l, geographic cornmunity v/as a

seriously discussed subject. Darlene said that she and her

daughter talked about moving to the WoiseTey area. I told

her that part of it would be okay because there'd be more

gay people and that she night feel better about our famíLy.

She (her daughter) wasntt too thriTTed with the ídea and

then we started Tooking at houses and decíded that we

prelerred newer houses and we aTso decíded that it was just

1r It is commonly known within the lesbian and gay
communities in Winnipeg that the l{olseley area is not only
lesbian-friendly, but at least one of the local elementary
schools is very supportive of lesbian fanilies.
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about tíne that other neíghbourhoods got integrated wíth gay

peopTe. If we don't go in there and Tive Tike normaT people

and act Tike normal people with normal 7íves and normal

chiTdren and PTA and the whole fuckíng thing, then wetre not

going to get any,whete. So wet77 be staying in a more

suburban community.

As I was looking at the emerging issues, I remembered a

recent trip f had taken. I have been very out frorn the

minute f recognized and was able to put words to my evolving

lesbian sexuality. It was a choice I made to not hide, not

apoÌogize, not live in fear. For many years I maintained

that I was very open, very out, and relatively unaffected by

homophobia. And then I went to San Francisco and Berkeley,

California to visit friends. After being in the city - both

San Francisco, and Berkeley - for only a few days, I began

feeling different - Iighter, freer, stronger, more open,

happier. f was alone a great deal, in a large American city

that I did not know, having very recently broken up with my

partner (one of the reasons for the trip) and yet f felt
stronger and more whole than I had ever remembered feeling.

As I was walking down the street in Berkeley one morning,

going to a local bakery for breakfast, I stopped suddenly,

aware of what was different. I saw two women coming toward

me holding hands and laughing and talking with each other.

Sitting at a sidewalk table were two other women having

their morning coffee, sitting close enough and talking with
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the intensity that clearly identifies these two as lovers,
newly discovered to each other. f wal-ked in to the bakery

and eavesdropped on a conversation between two women and one

of the or^¡ners of the bakery who were discussinçt a friend of
theirs who recently broke up with her lover and whether they

were going to the C1ean and Sober dance that night. I
remembered the day before, when I was walking with friends
in the Castro area of San Francisco and seeing so many

lesbians and gay men going about their public lives openly:

no closets here! ft felt so incredibly good to be home.

There v/ere people like me on the sidewatk, in the stores,

visible. The local free nev¡spapers were all reflective of a

lesbian and gay community. f had tived most of my life to
that point only seeing my people in dark srnoky bars, locked

away as though engaging in some kind of subversive, illegal
activity. I'd lived most of my adult life as an outlaw.

The memory of this experience, Iong forgotten, came

back to rne as I was thinking about these interviews and what

the women v¡ere saying was important in their lives. I
refÌected on that time that impressed me so with the

importance of community and belonging. Until then, I
accepted the outlaw label to a large degree, not a\^rare on a

conscious level that that is what I was doing. I had assumed

I was relatively unencurnbered by the restraints of social
hornophobia until I thought about alt the subtle ways in
which I rnodify my behaviour, the ways in which f accepted
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the cliches and lies: for example, I would puII my hand

ar^/ay from rny partnerts when v/e were in public because ttmy

private life is nobody's business.rr My guard remained up

all the time, a\¡/are of potential sources of hostiJ-ity. trihen

my guard went down, it was only when I was in the presence

of my circle of friends who were my chosen fanily.

Chosen lani7y ís key, Kerry thinks, to survivaT for

herself and her f aní7y. Í,Ihi7e she ís cTose to her parents

and her sister, she saíd: I rea77y eonsider the Lesbian

community and my cTose Tesbian friends are rea77y 7íke the

f amiTy to me. They t re very invoTved with A,T; there's just

a he77 of a 7ot of aunts, so to speak. Sinitarly, Karin and

her son, Sam, identify the lesbian community as their

fanily.
Fourteen year old Sam maintains cTose tjes with some of

Karin's old girTfriends, visÍting them out of town and

sometimes spending a week or two at a time with them. For

her part, Karin has feLt distant from her bioTogicaT faniTy:

...both my parents have pretty we77 written me off. Therets

only one sister that I feel cTose to and can share things

with. Beyond that, at different times wetve had a cTose

circTe of peopTe we were very cl-ose to, mostTy Tesbian

friends, one heterosexuaT coupTe, but itts a different kind

of famiTy. People come and go a Lot more and sti77 Tive

theÍr own líves and so most of them have moved away. l"Iost

of the tíme they stay supportive although ít fades over tíme
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as they move on, which is different from bioTogícaL faniTy

where people you dontt know you can ca77 up and stay with
just because of that bTood tie. ^So there, s a bit of sadness

to that for me, but Ít is a more transíent kind of faniTy.

I"Iost of my focus is within the lesbian community so even

when I don't leel close tíes wíth particuTar peopTe, f sti77
get ít from that community just by the commonality of our

7ives.

The lesbian community is important to Lorna and her

farnily as well- z I have straight lriends who make up the

fewest numbers of my lriends and with whom I spend the teast
amount of my times but yeah, I have a cTose supportíve

sinply wonderful bunch of lesbian women who form the

communíty that I mostTy Tive and pTay ín. And to some

degree work in. I have that other advantage of working in a

pTace that is progressive and l-eft of centre and that ítrs
possible to be out which ís a huge prívi7ege. And the kids

are part of that because they socialize in those círcLes as

we77 as others...and pTay with children and are in contact

with older kids and chiTdren younqer than themselves who are

chiTdren of Tesbian moms so they don't feeT isoTated in
their experience, they know Tots of other kids Líke them.

Lorna's children confirmed the importance of this cornmunity

in their l-ives when Sydney said she knew the horrible things

peopTe said about homosexuaTs just wasnrt true because they

knew so many wonderful gay and Tesbian peopTe.
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In general, the families who identified a strong

supportive network, whether that was from the lesbian

community or from other sources such as long time friends,

extended family, ot even ex-lovers, coped much better with

external homophobia than did those that were more isolated.

The matrixl2 for each family shows that of the thirteen

families interviewed, níne who indicated a strong support

network also show a low rate of both internal homophobia and

a high rate of acceptance by the child/ren of the mother's

lesbianism. Further research would be necessary to

deternine direct correlates and/or cause and effect between

healthy social support networks and ability to deal with a

family situation that is considered anathema by rnany.

rn staying with the findings on conmunity, it rnust be

noted that there was a marked duality for many of the

mothers in that they felt the same community that was so

important to their identity and survival- as a lesbian was

terribly lacking in support for their fanily, or their

status as a mother. Loralee MacPike, author of one of the

recent books on gay parenting that deals prinarily with

parents coming out to their chj-ldren says about the gay and

lesbian community and parents:

While there is some acceptance of the decision to
have and raise children, there is little real
support for gay and lesbian families who wish to
integrate into our or{n little community. If

Tables 2-L4, Chapter 5.12
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anything stifles the coming out process and
discourages honesty, it is the Iáck of acceptance
of gay and lesbian famil-ies within this formerly
supportive networks (1989: 237-238) .

MacPike goes on to describe the vrays in which she perceives

the community to be unsupportive: there is a rack of chird
care arranged for social and political events; fear of
existing farnilies to make themsel-ves visible fosters the

iltusion that these farnilies don't exist; general feering of
lack of active acceptance (l-989). This perception hras

reinforced by the mothers in the study, and stated the

strongest by those who were not involved in a cornmítted

relationship and who identified themselves prinarily as

single parents. Karin hras particularly adamant about this
lack of support. While she drew on the lesbian community

for her support as a l-esbian woman, she was particularly
clear in her frustration with this same community for not

accepting her child:
There js a sense of very littLe support from the lesbian
community as a mother. Al-so from the feninist community.

Even more so from the Tesbian community. ActuaTry there are

tímes when I have a great resentment towards some of my

cTosest lriends because they have no desire to have

children, it,s not part of their reaTity, theytve never

cared lor chiTdren in any way and they don,t get it when

they want to be going out a77 the time and I,m Like I can,t
go out...I need to spend a certain amount of time with Sam
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arso that r just dontt have money at my disposar or that r
cantt just get up and qo get any kínd or job or that r can't
go anyrvrhere on the spur of the moment...theytre not very
supportive... oh, and thís is a cjassic. rt drives me nuts.
These women wirr tark tor hours about their dogs and cats,
cute Litt7e anecd.otes, arl about their irrnesses, arr about
their day to day care, fur barrsremedies, arr that, and r
bring up sam and it's dead sirence and nobody wants to hear
ít. And Ym so affronted. And yes r understand. how peopre
rea77y value their pets and animars, rives shourd be not on

a lower Tever but ít r had a choice between the quarity ot
care of a chiTd and an animar, r,d choose the chird. Any

day- And r find it ofrensive that they vaLue their pets and

they don't vaLue my parenting and. my chir-d. And then, oh

Tots or sturf wíthin the resbian communÍty. stutr rike
you're not aTTowed to bring your children to the bar (a

private social cluh where children are IegaTIy
aTTowed) -. -when the womenrs bar first opened up r had a
choice- r courd afrord to go to the bar or r courd afford
babysitting and r courdntt afford both and there were tines
when r took sam to the bar and women took great oftence and

one 'supposedt friend argaed that ìt wasn,t the prace for
chiTdren it was bad for chirdren to be there. And she

thought it wouTd be a bad infruence on chirdren... r don,t
know if it's that kids aren't a part of most of our rives or
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what...some of these women even work with kids. Maybe

they've just divided their jives.

Merler âs well, echoed many of Karinrs feelings. she,
however, v/as quite crear that she tied homophobia to this
reaction as well-. she feers that the reason the resbian
community Ís so hostire towards chirdren has to do with
homophobia and the perception that the nature of Lesbian
rerationships ís too pathorogicar to bríng chirdren into. ï
think thatts part of it, she said. And r had a sen.se for a

Tong time of wanting to turn my back on the
community...being rearTy tired or the struggres we had to go

through. On the one hand I used to understand

inteTTectuaTTy why someone may not want to be involved with
someone who had kids, on the other getting rearry tired ot
a77 the 7ip servíce that was paid to supporting lesbian
mothers. And arso understanding that we are women...we live
in a world where our income is considerabry _Zess . Arways.
lle have to work rea77y, rearry hard for everythíng we get
and we dontt ever have even the option or havÍng someone

as in a husband - support us.

Jude, Lorna, Andrea, Kerry and corinne also had similar
opinions on the rack of support from the resbian cornmunity.

Al-1 of these lromen, when asked if they felt they that their
lives h/ere the same or different from other mothers,
responded that they felt they had a rot in common with other
single mothers. Andrea said she has a rot ín common with
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other singTe mothers. . .more than with other resbians who

have no kids. r tind myserf isorated trom both groups most

of the time, she said. Cause jt seems like in ,'the

community" that therets just difrerent jssues. r mean, when

you have a chiTd and not a whore rot of money, you end up

being ísorated rrom peopre who don't have children. you

have dirferent priorities...of the rew women ín the
community Tm in touch with, it's ,,come on down to the bar
on Saturduy, Andrear,' and well, I cantt. I have to work.

or a bunch of us are getting together ror corree at such and

such's house and r cantt cause r donrt have a sítter. so r
do think r have more in connon wíth other singre moms...but,

then again, most of them, the ones that r know, anyhow, are
mostry hoping that a knight on a whíte horse is going to
come into their Tife and take them away trom arl this; they
have dreams of finding a rich husband.

rn order to attempt to bridge the gap between their
motherhood and their lesbianism, some of the mothers herped

form a Lesbian Mother's support Group. Lesbian Mother/s
support Group (LSMG) has been around j_n one form or another
in winnipeg since the early 198o's. rt was originarly
started by a group of women with chirdren in order to rneet

and discuss colnmon issues and concerns regarding their
children. A secondary goal was been to organize and plan
fanily activities to alrow their children to meet each other
and therefore build their own resources. At the tirne of the
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members. They had not met in some tirne. LMSG occasionalry
dies out for awhire and then gets resurrected, usualry when

some ne$¡ l-eadership energes. There is no formal mernbership;

it operates on a drop-in basis, meeting on a rotating basis
in the homes of the nembers. Membership numbers fructuate
greatry and no-one is sure how rnany belong on a regular
basis. For the nothers who have been recentry involved,
they tarked about the irnportance of this group over time,
particularly in herping their chirdren find and associate
with other children of lesbian mothers.

Karin said, regarding the Lesbian I,Iomts group: rtrs
arso interesting when we have the resbian mother's
group...7ike, r expected a rot of the women r knew who had

kids those in the poriticar group, that they would come

because or the po7Íticar correctness of support systems and

a77 that, but ít was women rrom alr over the cíty, rrom the
suburbs and some women who were just comíng out and who

wanted a sociar vehicre...but, itrs funny cause r wouTd then
go to the bar and r would see these women there and they
never took theír kids, even to a dance where kids were

weTcome, I. never saw them take their kids.
Darl-enets famiry night have been one that Karin was

referring to when she talked about suburban moms not
bringing their chirdren to events where children were

welcome. Darlene,s family had rittre invol_vement in the
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lesbian community and showed relatively hiqh levels of
hornophobia within the farnily. Her 15 year ord daughter,
sherry, however, discovered that the mother of one of her
cTosest lriends was Tesbian as welr. This herped a 7ot, she

said, ín deaTíng with her mom.

Final]-y, even the children recognized the duarity
involved in having lesbian mothers because they experience
it as welr. sonja fert that it was important ror tesbían
moms to be partícu7ar7y aware or this. she said that they
(Tesbian moms) shouTd be carefur, ãs her mother did, to
expTain things to their kids and not just ignore their
reeTíngs. Kids who grow up with a resbian mom are going to
be more conrused than those who grow up in a heterosexual
house. r know a coupTe or kids, one gír7 in particuTar, who

Í^rasn't aTlowed to be herseTf . Her mother wanted her to be

somethíng she wasntt...wanted to fit her into the gay

7ílestyLe. That's wrong, cause íf the kid,s going to be

gay, she's going to be gay. rt was rike that mom put being
gay before she put being a mom. FortunateTy my mom never
did that but r know other kids or gays whose parents did and

Ít was rea77y hard on them, it wasntt fair.
The sentiment expressed by sonja above was crear from

the literature as werl. rn Different Mothers, Louise Rifkin
incrudes several stories from chirdren of al_r ages who had

been raised by lesbian moms. one young man, now age 27,

comments on how separated he was from his rnotherrs
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conmunity: rrrhe resbians who did not have children were the
ones who screwed everything up. There was a stigrma amongt

them about having kids...My mother was busy being a resbi-an

when she could have been a parenttt (1990: l_l-5, L1-7).
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CEAPTER 5 3 CONCLT'8ION

fn answer to the question ilHov/ do you conclude a

quaì-itative study?, Harry Wolcott (t_990) answers 'you
don't. rr The findings from this research have opened doors

and generated many more questions than the one r began with.
r was profoundry changed by the process of conducting this
research. r rearned a grreat deal, both about myself, and

about other resbi-an farniries. some of what r learned made

me extremely uncomfortabre. Mostly, r was touched by the
openness and wirlingness of these farniries to let me into
their homes and ask them some very personar questions. r
\./as arso moved by the thirst that the famil_ies had for
knowredge about how others experienced some of the difficult
issues they did.

The purpose of this research was to discover the degree

to which hornophobia had an irnpact on the resbian faniry. A

smarl sarnple of thirteen famiries was interviewed. These

families r¡/ere sel-ected from a much larger population in
winnipeg, with every atternpt made to interview famiries
based on their wirtingness to participate in the research,
and their diversity. The process of gathering the
information was honourable to both the principles of
qualitative, feminist-based methodology and to the
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participants who gave their tirne to this study. The

folÌowing two sections will- present a sunmary of the overalr
findings from the focus group, taped Ínterviews, and folrow-
up conversations.

rn order to surnmaríze the data, it is herpfur to review
the matrix for each faniJ-y. This was a usefur tool for
organizing the enormous amount of data that emerged from the
interviews. As patterms ernerged that were consistent
throughout - both within and between famil-ies, mothers, and

chil,dren, these variables were added to the natrix. The

final list of variables incl-uded:

fnternalized Homophobia of mother

Internalized Homophobia of child
Hornophobia in immediate fanily/network
Strong Support System - l_esbian cornmunity

Strong Support System - other

Ä,cceptance level of chil-d (as reported by child)
Acceptance revel of child (as reported by nother)
Degree of rroutrr to the world

Early disclosure to chil_d/ren

rn attempting to operationarize the variables r used an

ordinar scale with three properties: Iow, uredium, and. high.
The differentiation between variables was based on content
of the interviews. rn most cases, it was easy to rnake a

determination based on specific responses. For example, in
looking at the level of internarized homophobia, one mother
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who referred to coming out as rrconing homet was marked Low

and another who had a difficurt tine bringing hersel-f to say

the word resbian was marked High. rf the children hrere

openly abl-e to discuss gay and tesbian issues, and if they

told me they hrere comfortable with it, they were entered as

Low. Sinilar decisions r¡¡ere made regarding the other
variabl-es. rf a mother discussed belonging to a supportive
lesbian community, she was entered as High; Mediurn if she

described affil-iating with the tesbian community but not

feering much support. Low if she did. not affiriate with a

lesbian community, or if she fert no support from it,. The

same criteria were used in assessing the support of another
community.

The variabÌe rrearry discrosure to child/ren" was given

High if the mother tord her chirdren very soon upon corning

out and Low if she did not tell until much rater. This
question v/as ansv¡ered clearly by each participant.

Each family is represented on its own matrix. These

matrices are incl-uded on the next severar pages and are

followed by a brief comparative anal-ysis of the data. This
is folrowed by a discussion of the implications of the study
for lesbian families and for social work.
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TABLE 2

I.Í.ATRIX FOR KERRY & FAI{TLY

MOTHER: KERRY
CHILDREN: 4.J., age 6, not interviewed (too young)

HIGH MED
Internalized Homophobia of mother
Internalized Homophobia of child
Homophobia in immsdi¿¡s family/network
Strong Support System - lesbian çsmmrrnity X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child) NA
Acceptance level of child (as reported by mother) X
Degree of nout' to the world X
Early disclosure to child/ren X

LOW
X
X
X

TABLE 3

MATRD( FOR MERLE & FAMILY

MOTHER: MERLE
CHILDREN: ?a. SONJA, age 21, interviewed

2b. NICHOLE, age 22, intentieweÅ,

Internalized Homophobia of mother
Internalized Homophobia of child (a)

o)
Homophobia in immediate family/network
Strong Support System - Iesbian communi¡y
Strong Support System - other
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child (a))

(as reported by cbild (b))
Acceptance level of child (a)(as reported by mother)

child (b) as reported by mother
Degree of 'out" to the world
Early disclozure to child/ren

HIGH MED LOV/
X
X
X
X

x
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
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TABLE 4

MATRD( FOR JUDE & FAMILY

MOTHER: ruDE
CHILDREN; 3a. SHANNON, age 16, i¡terviewed

3b. LANA, age 14, not i¡terviewed (refused)

HIGH MED LOV/
Internalized Homophobia of mother
Internalized Homophobia of child
Homophobia in immsdi¿t€ family/network
Strong Support System - lesbian communigy X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by child) X
Accept'nçs level of child a (as reported by mother)

child b (as reported by mother)
Degree of 'out' to the world
Early disclosure to child/ren

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

TABLE 5

MATRf,K FOR ANDREA & FAMILY

MOTHER: ANDREA
CHILDREN: 4a. REGAN, age 7, inrerviewed

Internalized Homophobia of mother
Intemalized Homophobia of child
Homophobia in immediate family/network
Strong Support System - lesbian community
Strong Support System - other
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child)
Acceprance level of child (as reported by mother)
Degree of 'out" to the world
Early disclosure to child/ren

HIGH MED LOV/
x
x
x

X
x
X
X
X
X
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TABLE 6

MATRfX FOR LORNA & FAMILY

MOT[[ER: LORNA
CHILDREN: 4a. SYDNEY, age 10, interviewed

4b. MICHAEL, age 7, interviewed
4c. JON, age 4, interviewed

HIGH MED LOW
Internalized Homophobia of mother
lnternalized Homophobia of child (a)

child (b)
child (c)

Homophobia in immediate family/network
Strong Support System - lesbian community
Strong Support System - other
Accepknce level of child (a)(as reported by child)

child (b)
child (c)

Acceptance level of child (a) (as reported by morher)
child (b)
child (c)

Degree of 'out' to the world
Early disclozure to child/ren

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
X
X

TABLE 7

MATRIX FOR MAGGIE & FAMILY

MOTHER: MAGGIE
CHILDREN: 6a. MARLY, age ll, interviewed

6b. CHRISTOPHER, age 5, not interviewed (too young)

HIGH MED
Internalized Homophobia of mother
Internalized Homophobia of child
Homophobia in immediate family/network X
Strong Support System - lesbian community X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptsnce level of child (as reported by child) X
Acceptance level of child (a) (as reported by mother) X
Acceptance level of child (b) (as reported by mother) X
Degree of "out" to the world X
Early disclosure to child/ren X

LO\ry
X
X
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TABLE E

MATRX FOR EVE & FAMILY

MOTHER: EVE
CHILDREN: 7a. ADRIAN, age 18, interviewed

7b. PAULA, age 16, not interviewed (unavailable)

HIGH MED
Internalized Homophobia of mother
Internalized Homophobia of child
Homophobia in immediate familyinetwork X
Strong Support System - lesbian community X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child)
Acceptance level of child (a) (as reported by mother) X
Acceptance level of child (b) (as reported by mother) X
Degree of 'out" to the world X
Early disclozure to child/ren X

LOW
X
X

X

TABLE 9

MÄ.TRD( FOR KARIN & FAMILY

MOTHER: KARIN
CHILDREN: 8a. SAM, age 14, interviewed

Internalized Homophobia of mother
Internalized Homophobia of child
Homophobia in immediate family/network
Strong Support Sysûem - Iesbian community
Strong Support System - other
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child)
Acceptance level of child (as reported by mother)
Degree of nout' to the world
Early disclosure to child/ren

HIGH MED

X
X

LOW
X
X

X
x
X
X
X
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TABLE 10

MATRD( FOR SUZANNE & FAMILY

MOTHER: SUZANNE
CHILDREN: 9a. ANME, age 13, interviewed

9b. JAMIE, age 9, interviewed

HIGH MED LOW
Internalized Homophobia of mother X
Internalized Homophobia of child X
Homophobia in immediate family/network X
Strong Support System - lesbian çemmunity X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by child)

child b
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by mother) X

child b X
Degree of nout" to the world X
Eady disclosure to child/ren

X
X

X

TABLE 11

MATRD( FOR CÄRLA & FAMILY

MOTHER: CARLA
CHILDREN: 10a. ZOE, age 16, interviewed.

10b. TOM, age 18, not interviewed (not asked)
10c. JOEY, age 2I, not interviewed ( not asked )

HIGH MED LOW
Intemalized Homophobia of mother X
Internalized Homophobia of child X
Homophobia in immediate family/network X
Strong Support System - lesbian çqmmnni¡y X
Strong Support System - other X
Accept'nçs level of child (as reported by child) X
Accept"nca level of child a (as reported by mother) X

child b (as reported by morher) X
child c (as reported by mother) X

Degree of 'out" to the world X
Early disclosure to child/ren X
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TABLE 12

MATRD( FOR CORINNE & FAMILY

MOTTIER: CORINNE
CHILDREN: 11a. CRIS, age 23, interviewed

11b. SEAN, age 79, not interviewed (unavailable)

HIGH MED LOW
Internalized Homophobia of mother X
Internalized Homophobia of child X
Homophobia in immediate family/network X
Strong Support System - lesbian community X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child) X
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by mother) X

child b X
Degree of "out' to the world X
Early disclozure to child/ren X

TABLE 13

MATRTX FOR DARLENE & FAMILY

MOTHER: DARLENE
CHILDREN: l2a. RICK, age 19, interviewed

lzb. SHERRY, age 16, interviewed
l2c. GORDON,age 24, not interviewed (out of town)

HIGH MED LOV/
Internalized Homophobia of mother X
Internalized Homophobia of child a X

child b X
Homophobia in imms{i¡¡s family/network X
Strong Support System - lesbiao cormmnni¡y X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by child) X

child b X
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by mother) X

child b X
child c X

Degree of 'out" to the world X
Early disclosure to child/ren X
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TABLE 14

MATRD( FOR RHONDA & FAMILY

MOTIIER: RHONDA
CHILDREN: 1.3a. DANNIY, age 16, interviewed

13b. PATTI, age 19, not interviewed (out of town)

HIGH MED LOW
Internalized Homophobia of mother X
Internalized Homophobia of child X
Homophobia in immediate family/network X
Strong Support System - lesbian community X
Strong Support System - other X
Acceptance level of child (as reported by child) X
Acceptance level of child a (as reported by mother) X

child b X
Degree of nout' to the world X
Early disclosure to child/ren X

As we examine the matrices abover wê are able to
clearly distinguish some patterns. There appear to be two

distinct kinds of families. Nine families have several

commonalities: Iow homophobia in rnother, child and farnily

network; strong support system; high degree of openness

regarding mother's lesbianism; and high acceptance levels of
the children. The remaining families showed distinct
di-f ferences from these f irst nine f arnilies.

For example, Table 6 (Lorna's family) shows that the

levels of internalized hornophobia in the entire farnily
systern are Iow. At the same tirne, there is a strongi support

system, high acceptance level, Lorna is very out and she

disclosed early to the children. In contrast, Table 11,
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Carla's fanily, shovrs a pattern that is almost reversed.

The level of homophobia in the family systern is very high.
There is little support from any source, l_ow acceptance

levels throughout the farnily, carla is not out to the world,

and she did not disclose for several years to her children.
The two fanily systems that seem to dominate this study

give us the basis upon which v¡e can begin fornurating some

theories regarding the healthy functioning of the lesbian
family. For exampÌe, how closery tied is sociar support to
the idea of strong serf-identity? I.Ihile we see that the
families in which the mother discrosed to the chil-dren

early, the children show lower leveIs of hornophobia, is this
the resurt of anger over what is percieved as deception, or
the absorption of the mother's internal homophobia? This

same question can be asked regarding acceptance Ievel of the
chirdren. These and other questions are raised in the final
section of this chapter, âS r discuss future research.
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5. 1 Summary of I'fothers

Many fanilies hrere abLe to point to specific instances

of overt hornophobic violence, name-calling, and rejection.
others denied any rear irnpact or experience with homophobia.

Each and every family did a routine balancing act based on

social homophobia that affected them profoundly, whether or

not they v¡ere conscious of it. Most of the thirteen
families interviewed were quite ar^rare of the forces of
homophobia, others less so.

Carla, Suzanne and Darlene h/ere the three mothers in
the study who had the most difficulty dealing with their
sexuaÌity, finding the language, right tirne or overcoming

the fear required to be out to their kids. As we have seen,

some of the differences showed up on the matrix.
Other factors that hrere important for the women hrere

affil-iation with a supportive community, whether or not it.
was the lesbian community. This meant a community in which

she was free to be herself as a lesbian woman. Some found

this within their famiries, many did not. some were able to
maintain equilibrium through working in a supportive,

l-esbian positive work environment. others found coming out

at work to be a source of anxiety as they vJere met with
homophobic comments.

A significant outcome showed up in the l_ack of
perceived support within the lesbian community for
themselves as mothers. Many fel-t that they r¡/ere personally
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suspect for having given birth and that their children \Á/ere

dismissed and not acknowledged. Economics was an issue for
most of the mothers as many of them were single parents.

one of the questions asked of the mothers had to do

with whether they fert the same or different from other
mothers. The overwhelning response was that they felt the
same as other single mothers but al_so different because they
had the nurti-layered aspects of lesbianj_sm to deal_ with.
This supports other research that also shows many

similarities between the experiences of resbian mothers and

single mothers in general (Mildred pagelow, l-9g0).

For most participants, there was strong agreement

between the mothers responses and the childrenrs. The

farnilies where this differed v/ere al_so the famil-ies who had

the greatest number of problens resulting from hornophobia.

one possibte expranation for this might be connected to
general patterns of communication within the households,
particularly concerning the subject matter of momrs

lesbianism. For exampre, one mother stated that her
perception of her children was that they r¡¡ere reratively
free of homophobia and accepting. Her son, however, was

frighteningl-y homophobic, making reference to wantj-ng to gay

bash.

Finallyr âs the mother r¡/as more out to the world - at
work or school, with famiry, etc., the whore farnily seemed

to cope betÈer with the knowledge of her l-esbianism. Those
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v¡ho were more closeted v¡ere also more vulnerable to external

hornophobic forces, another finding supported by the

literature (Eileen Levy, 1989).

To summarize, then, this study rnakes clear several

conmon features of lesbian mothers, all of which are

corroborated by the literature. First of aII, lesbian
mothers have a higher than average chance of being poor

since rrlesbian mothers share with their heterosexual

counterparts the lower standard of living for all_ female

heads of householdsrr (Kirkpatrick , 1,987 z 2O4) . Second.,

there is a continuing possibility for many of the loss of
custody their children, either through being deemed unfit to
parent, or to their childrenrs father (Arnup, L995¡ Martin,
1,993; Pollack & Vaughn, i-987; Stone, 1990). Decisions

regarding corning out, to what degree, and to whom, must be

assessed on an ongoing basis as it can potentiarry invorve

violence,the loss of a job or housing, rejection and

ridicule, being shunned and isolated.
The mothers need to find vrays to educate their chirdren

about hornophobia in order to keep them safe and herp them

understand what their family experiences. whire they need

the haven of an accepting community, they find little
support within the lesbi-an community, which is often
arnbival-ent towards chitdren (particularly mare chirdren) .

Fina1ly, lesbian mothers al-r seek to protect their chil-dren
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from the stressors involved in them having to deal with

their mother's lesbianism.

The areas in which the mothers differ had to do with

the choices they nade regarding some of their commonalities.

For example, when and how to inform (or not inforrn) the

children about their sexual preference; if, when and how to
come out to family, at work, in the neighbourhood, etc.

These decisions !/ere often influenced by whether the mother

viewed lesbianism from within an illness or oppression

frarnework. She must rnake choices regarding how she will
deal with the daily stressors involved in being lesbian:

will she separate from or embrace the lesbian community?

Mothers are able to help alleviate the stress for their
children by collaborating with thern on developing survival
strategies. For example, in teaching them about this
particul-ar family secret, it is also important to arm them

with Èhe perrnission to keep it a secret in order to avoíd

unwanted or potentially dangerous hassles and

confrontations. The families who seemed to manage best v/ere

those in which the nother had empathy with her children and

r^¡as able to accept their children,s feelings. They hrere

able to talk through most of the issues, and the mothers

s¡ere able to help the children prepare to deal with worÌd.

These families reported clear boundaries (sensitivity
regarding books, pictures, overt displays of affection) and
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the children did not feel victimized by their mother's

sexuality.

Eda LeShan says, in the introduction to Joe Gantzl

study on gay families:
Prejudice and isolation hurt fanilies. Lack of
self-acceptance created by social attitudes hurts
faurilies. But as for the internal strains of
fanily living, the very same challenges and
problems can occur in any home (1983: xiii).
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5.2 Su¡nmary of ChiÌðreu

In spite of a variety of differences in terms of â9ê,

gender, àgê when mother came out, living arrangements, etc.,
there were a number of sinilarities and enough differences
to begin to make some assurnptions about outcomes of this
study. First, children who inform their friends about their
mother's lesbianism face the possibility of rejection or
ridicule by friends, rejection by friendrs parents, and/or
some pressure to keep this fanily secret.

In the process of synthesizing the information about

their mother's sexuality, all of the children interviewed
had some strong opinions about its impact on them. In
coming out to their chil-dren and encouraging open discussion

about their lesbianism, the mothers made themselves

extremely vurnerabre to their children. The discussion is
dÍffícu7t, said corinne, because the resbian issue arways

becomes about sex; there is shame invorved because it has

to do with rubbing body parts together. And the bottom rine
js that no kìds Tike to think about their parents havíng

sex. Further, it is true that chitdhood is a difficult
time. One of the children in Rafkin,s study states;
I'Growing up is a hard enough thing to do, and I sometimes

resented my mother for rnaking ít harder. f was

insecure, developing pre-teen: (1990: L02).

There is also the added pressure, for most

with lesbían mothers of having to work out their

a normal,

children

sexuality
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in what is a rrcharged environment.rr Louise Rafkin states of

her study of children of lesbian mothers:

Sexuality is an issue that seems to be given more
airplay in lesbian families. Most of the kids in
the book who are past puberty feel that their
options and understanding of their os/n sexuality
have been greatly heJ-ped by open communication
with their mothers and/or mothers' friends (1-990:
15).

Questions such as Ís sexual preference inherited or learned

are important to young people, since they have probabì-y had

to deal with negative attitudes from others regarding their
mother's sexuality. Many of the children in this study,

particularly the older ones, acknowledged that the awareness

of their mother's lesbianism forced them to examine their
o$¡n sexuality. The ease with which these young people

handled this scrutiny was proportionate with the level of

internal homophobia they displayed and with the degree to
which their family was out to the world. This did not

necessarily mean that they were open to the possibility of
being gay; rather, it meant a willingness to honestly

examine their sexuality, and a fearless examinatj-on of other

tough issues. Nicbole, for exampfe, freely admits Yeah,

I've been afraid of beíng gay. Growing up I had a sexual

attraction - we77 not a sexual attraetion - I had a close

female lriend and we kíssed and I thought tOh my god! Itm

gay." I went into a crisis and I think I acted out sexuaTTy

with men to prove I wasntt. And then one tine in a

counseTTing session, I díscovered I am straight, but itrs
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okay to think that another woman is beautifur: r can stitl
think 'Hey, she's attractive.t And ít doesn't need to mean

anything. For years r thought that if r found another woman

attractíve that meant r was gay. And ìt panicked me because

I didn't want to be gay: I wanted to have a,,normaL"
raniTy. r wanted to be marrÍed, r wanted to have a husband

and kíds and r wanted the house and wedding and honeymoon.

Nichole's sister, Sonja, thjnks that her momrs

sexuaTity has affected her ín may ways: rt's made me a very
open-minded person. rt's made me aware of just the hatred
in society towards gay people. r thínk ít,s made me a

better person. Regarding my ovrn sexuaTity, it confused me

for awhiTe- Í was wondering ir r was going to be gay or is
thís hereditary. rt,s definitery opened my nind. At first
it scared me beeause r didntt know. r think beeause my

momts gay r thought about it more than any other person
wourd- r sti77 think about it sometimes when r see gay
peopTe in movies and stuff 7íke that. r just dontt know.

llaybe r'77 be gay in ten years. r don,t know...The earry
fear was - r woul-d have to make a rot ol decisions. rt,s so

much easier being straíght in our society. Being gay is a

dirticurt thing and that scared me cause r wanted

'normarity' and r was afraid that that wasn,t how ny rife
was.

18 year ord Adrian used an interesting metaphor to talk
about the concrusions he had drawn in the process of
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thinkíng about his sexuality: r wonder about that stírr. r
often ask myse7l as to whether I saer my own sexuality as

ínfluenced by the fact that society doesn,t look on it
favourabTy. r have this theory that sexuarity works ríke a

car heater (Índicator in some newer cars) therets a rearry
Tong tríangre of bTue and a rea77y rong triangre of red and

one side is a77 bTue and one side is aII red and the
najority of peopTe are in the níddLe and have bísexual

tendencies and that most of the peopre are there and there's
very few peopTe who are a77 straight or air gay and the rest
of us just make decisions around that. r,ve never rearTy
lound myse7l strongTy attracted to a mare but it,s not that
it couldn,t happen...it,s not something that I've felt and

pushed away. And right now I,m very much in Love with ny

girTrriend. rt's my rírst rerationshíp and it,s hearthy and

I'm happy so I guess I hope ít stays that way...I guess my

mom's sexuaTity has affected the way that I look at my

sexuaTíty but it hasn't arfected me in any way rihe fear
that because my notherrs gay I,m going to be gay.

Sam, age A4, said I think everyone questions theír own

serual.ity at one point but r think that because Karin (his
nother) is a TesbÍan that I night be more likeLy to be gay

because Ym not afraíd of it 7íke other peopre night be. so

r think basicaTTy, it wouTd be more that whatever r choose

wouTd be more my own choice than societyrs choice.
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As stated earlier, the children's response to questions

about the impact of their mother's lesbianism on their own

sexuality v¡as tied to the other factors such as level of

homophobia, early coming out and the degree to which the

family is out. In those families where there was a higher

level of discomfort regarding the issues, the children lvere

not as open or introspective as those we have already heard

from. Sherry, for example, when asked about whether her

mother's lesbianism has influenced her sexuality, responded

with a firn and fast rrNo! " She then went on to say that she

did talk about it with a friend who also has a gay mom and

they were subsequentTy reassured by their mothers that it
was not catchy. Zoe, as wel-l-, responded with NoJ I Tike

guys. I aTways wi77. I think peopTe who are Tesbians would

know, would just know Tike that if they were. The matrix

for each of these fanilies shows a greater degree of

homophobia within the family, coupled with a low level of
community and family support.

For the najority of the children who were interviewed,

a conmonly recurring terrn was rrnormal.rr Regardless of other

factors regarding their â9ê, gender, oy anything else, above

aII it was important that they be perceived as normal. What

vras especially interesting in terms of this study was the

fact that for many of the young respondents, the concept of
normal (or not normal) was not connected to their motherrs

lesbianism, particularly if she had disclosed to them earty.
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For many chil-dren, norrnal was the way their mom was. I{hat

was hardest for some of them to deal with was the not-normal

of their parentts divorce or separation (and dívorce, of
course, is quite normal for a rising number of families. )

At around the age of ten or el_even, many of the

children began letting their mothers know that they needed

to make some accommodations such as putting books with
lesbian titres away and keeping their bedroom doors closed

to avoid friendst questions. These accommodations were

generally rnade easily in most farnilies. In all, the level of
openness and understanding of these children was

sophisticated beyond their years. Most of the chirdren had

solid political analyses that included an j-ndictrnent of
racism, sexism, and certainly homophobia. The bottom fine
for aII the children who were interviev/ed, even those who

were angry with their mother for not te1J_ing them sooner,

was that they dearly loved their mother, and displayed a

great degree of protectiveness for them.
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5.3 Reconmendations for Social Work

The social work profession has always defined its
basic role as mediator and defender of the
oppressed - the poor, the racially abused and asprotector against the exploitation of children,
workers, and vromen. This ideal is nonexistent
where gay people are concerned.

(Goodman, 1980: :-.73)

rt is most important for social workers to understand

the dynamics of homophobia and how it can affect individuals
and the famiry. rn spite of the fact that we have made some

strides in accepting lesbian and gay people, the instances

of honophobic reactions in the fierd are many and perhaps

most darnaging is the deafening silence regarding gay and

Iesbian human rights.
Perhaps, if social_ work learns nothing e1se, it is

that the experience of coming out as a resbian or gay man in
a hostile world is frightening, and can be terribly
isolating. Every measure shourd be taken to famiriarize
sociar workers with resources that rnight be avairable to gay

or lesbian individuals, or to the children of gay and

lesbian parents.

social workers need to assume the responsibirity to
educate themselves and society about the nature of
hornophobia and its impact on the lesbian family. They can

take responsibility for ensuring that the agencies that they
work in examine their attitudes, policies, and practices
regarding lesbians and gay men and work to challenge
hourophobia when they encounter it. They can chaltenge their
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unions to put same-sex benefits cl-auses into their
contracts. Gay and lesbian social workers should come out

to help get rid of negative stereotypes.

Schools of social work should revise their curriculum

to acknowledge the existence of the variety of farnily forms,

including the lesbian farnily. While education is not enough

in and of itself, it is important that social workers and

social work instructors begin to use a language that
normalizes lesbian and gay parenting.

Since so many of the problems experienced by the

Iesbian fanily have to do with environmental issues - that
is, external discrinination - social work should concern

itself wiLh changing the environmental conditions (Levy,

1989). This means working towards social change, of course,

but it also means recognizing the importance of social
support for the Ìesbian farnily. An application of the

knowledge of social support is primary when considering

intervention strategies with the lesbian family. Just as

social support is so central to the individual lesbian
mother in the development of a healthy identity as a resbian

$/oman, it is equally essential to optimal functioning as a

mother.

In very practical terms, social workers can faniliarize
themserves with the supports avairabre to tesbian farnilies.
They can refer mothers to groups such as the Lesbian Mothers

Support. Group. If no such group exists, they can help form
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one. They can support such groups as Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays (PFLÀG), and if no group exists locally,
they can start one. they can help children of lesbians by

developing support circles for thero. They can use the

library resources that are available to ensure that families
get books such as some of the recent parenting manuals

(Arnup , LggS; Benkov , L9g4; Clunis & Green , 1,gg5; Martin,

1993; I^Ieston, 1991-). Finally, âs Joan Cummerton states:

Although social- workers try to eradicate
honophobia or heterosexisrn in themsel-ves, it is
still- easy to lapse back into it because it is
constantly reinforced. The least they can do for
a client is to make sure that they are not
assuming that a client is heterosexual and to
connect a gay client with gay professionals or
peer advocates so that the cl-ient may experience
pride in his or her identity, support for
excessive stress, and validation that one has to
be strong to be gay and have survived so long.

( 1980: 11-2 )

5.4 Into the Future

As an exploratory study, this work has províded the

foundation from which to suggest further research. To date,

much of the research avaitable on the lesbian family
concerns comparison studies with heterosexual farnilies
(Pollack & Vaughn, 1987). Additional research must be

careful to focus on the lesbian farnily in its own right.
Further studies might begin to use some of the correlates
that surfaced through this work. One study that would be

helpful is a comprehensive look at social support networks
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of the lesbian family that would tie the data to self-
esteem. This may be useful to develop a typologry of lesbian

fanilies that wouLd show, as this one seems to, two clear

farnily forms: there is the fanily with a mother who has a

clear sense of self and a strong supportive conmunity, and

the mother with an unresolved identity and no supportive

conrmunity. I{hat other variations exist?

This study included the impact of the children,s father
on the lesbian fanily in a peripheral manner, although a

significant amount of inforrnation was included in the

interviews. Further research rnight took at how fathers deal

with the news of the mother's lesbianisrn, and how the farnily

is affected by his reaction.
A study of parenting styles in lesbian farnilies may be

informative. From this studyr wê can begin to speculate

that the more open and democratic the fanily is, the easier

it is for the children to deal with lesbianism and

homophobia. How much of this is a function of parenting

style and how much a function of external homophobia?

Finally, what have we learned? I was profoundJ-y

affected by the process of doing this research, and by the

data I collected. It goes without saying that the families
that f met vrere remarkable. Everyone r./as acutely aware of

the potential impact of homophobia on their farnily.
Everyone made the best decisions they could with the welfare

of their fanil-y first and foremost. The one voice that
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weaves its way throughout is that of the importance of

coming out. If we face the dernon down, it can no longer

control us. Sinilarlyrthe more secrets we have, the more

por¡/er we give away. If I am abl-e to give anything back to

the farnilies who participated it is this: through the very

act of participating in this study you came out. Through

talking so openly about yourself and your fanily about such

hard issues, yoü shed some of the weight of homophobic fear.

Each step is a move towards freedom, a revolutionary act.

And as we all live the truths that are ours to
proclaim, wê change - $¡e change ourselves, change
our children...change the world. The courage and
action of the (children) and women who tell- these
stories is a step toward the liberation of us all
(Loralee MacPike, L9892 246).

Thank You!
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ÀPPENDIX A

CONSET¡T TO PARÎICIPA.IE TN TÌflTERVTEW
À¡.ID

RELEÀSE TDflTERVTEW INFORI,IÀTION*

I agree to participate in an initial interview conceruing the impact of
bomopbobia on lesbian mothers and their children.

I will participate in the interview under the following conditions:
* I will allow the interview to be tape recorded. I

understand the iuterview is being taped so that nothing is
missed and so my words are not changed or misunderstood. I
furtber understand tbat I can t,urn off the recorder any time
during tbe interview.

* I understand that I can withdra¡¡ fron the research project at any
time.

* I agree to allow Mallory Neuman to use the information from
the interview in the research project, report, and
publication. Eosrever, I understand that my coafidentiality
will be protected by disguising names aud any other
identifying information.

* I understand tbat I have a right to recieve aûd review a
draft copy of the thesis report. After reviewing and
discussing tbe transcript witb Mallory, I caD suggest
modifications for accuracy, clarity, or nerr information.

Signature

Date

In addition, f give my consetrt for Mallory ¡¡eunan to interview my cbild
or children listed below, with the utderstaading that tbe same
conditions above apply, providing the child or children agree and give
tbeir informed consent.

Signature

May interview (names and ages of children):
1.

* Tbis cousent form is adapted from Pat Maguire, 1987. Doinq
Participatorv Research: A Feminist ã,pproacb. Amherst: The Centre for
International Education.

2.
3.
4.
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Dear

l^Ihile we have talked previously about the project that
I am undertaking, this letter is intended as a formal
introduction to myself and my research.

f am a graduate student in the FacuÌty of Social Work,
University of Manitoba. The research I arn conducting is to
become my Master's thesis. Very generally, I am interested
in what the irnpact of homophobia is on l-esbian mothers and
their children.

Before I ask any others to risk sharing personal
information with me, I would like to tell you something
about myself . f am a lesbian mother of two adul-t children.
I was out as a lesbian from the time that ny children r¡tere
very young and have raised them for the most part as a
single mother. I was an out lesbian with my children from
the beginning. We have had many discussions about the
irnpact of my sexual orientation on thern as they v/ere growing
up; we concluded that many of the difficulties we all
experienced came from social attitudes. The particular
attitude we isolated was homophobia. f have a variety of
questions that Itm interested in exploring around this
issue, questions which are based largely on my own
experiences. I want to find out what the experience of
other hromen has been.

My method of data collection is in keeping with my
philosophy on ferninist-based research within the lesbían
community. This is guided by three ethical principles:

1,. It is essential- to recognize and ensure the
importance of confidentiality.

2. ft is important to be honest about who you (the
researcher) are.

3. It is important to get feedback and share the
results with the women you are studying.

fn asking you to participate in this research, I wish to
assure you that every effort will be made to protect your
confidentiality and anonymity. You are also entitled to
withdraw from the study at any time, and to refuse to share
any inforrnation you do not feel comfortable with. f am the
only person who will have access to your names and
identifying characteristics.

The majority of you who recieve this letter will be
asked to allow me to intervier,rr you and your child/ren.
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These interviews will be as in-depth as possible and length
of time needed will vary depending on what you have to share
with me and your family size. It will be best that we book
half a day in time. Sorne of you will be asked to
participate in a prelirninary focus group which will serve as
a brainstorming session to help me develop the questions to
use in the interviews. I have decided on thi-s method in an
atternpt to recognize and credit the diversity of experience
within our cornmunity. As I stated above, f know what I want
to ask from my experience; I want to incorporate the
diversity of experience in this thesis. This will also
ensure that my work stay responsible to the community from
the beginning. Those who participate in the initial \focus'
group may be asked to attend another group meeting half-way
through the intervie\,r process as well in order to maintain
ongoing contact and feedback. I am hoping to interview a
minimurn of fifteen fanilies (max. 18), with seven or eight
in the focus group.

I will be fol-lowing up thís letter within the next few
weeks to set up interview times with you. From the response
I have received so far to my proposed research, I know I can
thank you in advance for your enthusiasism and willingness
to participate. I'm looking forward to meeting with you and
your fanily.

Sincerely

Mallory Neuman
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ÀPPENDIX B

Interview Guide
MOTHERS

I am interested in how homophobia inpacts the lesbian
fanily. I'm trying to discover the different ways that
lesbián mothers and their children have confronted and
dealt with homophobia, both as individuals and as a
family unit. For example' one of the things I was
aware of as I was raising my children was that I had to
prepare then in a number of ways to rrward offrl
þotent,ial negativity from teachers, friends, and
iriends' parents. I came to see this as homophobia
that was ãocially imposed but that became internalized
as I began to prèpare my children with our fanily
secret. They picked this up as they gre\¡/ older and
began to let me knos¡ when we had to make further
adjustments in order for them to remain comfortable at
home.

I have asked you to sign the consent form. The
interview is Ëeing tape recorded. Again, I would like
to stress the coniidential nature of this interview.
If at any time you are uncomfortable, please feel free
to push irpausêrr and stop the recording.

1. Do you have any quesÈions or conments before we begin?

2. Could you start by telling me about yourself. where
did you grow up? TeIl me about your family as you v/ere
a cn-ita.- $Ihen did you come out? How did your fanily
react (if theY know) ?

3. Will you give me a history of your relationships - both
heterosexual and lesbian. How did your children come
to you?

4. Telt me about your farnily now. How do you present
yourself to rrthe worldrr?

5. Whatrs it like, raising children as a lesbian mother in
a social system that most often sanctions one type of
farnily form onIY?

6. What do you understand homophobia to be?

7. What experiences have you had with hornophobia? How

have yoü, your children, and your fanily as a whole
been affected bY these?
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8. What do you tell your children about being gay/lesbian?
How did you rrcoachrr thern to prepare them for dealing
with the world?

9. How do the issues change as your children grow up? If
you have young children, what do you anticipate to have
to deal with in the future? If your children are
grown, how have things changed over tine? Would you do
anything differently? Are there different things to
deal with, with male and female children? In what v¡ays
do you think your lesbianism has affected your children
or may in the future? on what do you base this?

l-0. Do you perceive your life to be the same as or
different from other mothers? In what ways? tlhat do
you think are the most irnportant issues you need to
deal with?

l-1. Will you have more children? On what will you or have
you based this decision?

L2. What do you think is most important in raising
children?

13. Do you have any questions for me?

L4. Is there anything you'd like to add?
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APPENDIX C
CHILDREN FOCUS

Written consent will have been obtained from the parent, and
from the child/ren. I wil-l introduce myself, explain what I
am doing and assure the child/ren that I will not be
discussing our conversation with anyone else, assuring thern
of confidentiality and anonymity. The questions for the
children are divided into three separate instruments,
designed to ask age-appropriate questions. The division
lines are somewhat arbitrary - ages 7-1,L, 1-2-L6, t7
and up. I will begin each interview with the questionnaire
designed for that age group but rrborrowrr up from the other
age groups if it seems appropriate for the childrens'
understanding of the questions, comfort leveÌ, etc. f wiII
get verbal perrnission on tape from them and show them where
the pause button is, inviting them to turn it on if they get
uncomf ortabl-e.

AGES 7 - 11

How old are you?

TelI me about your family. I.Iho do you live with? Are
there irnportant farnily mernbers who don't live with you?

Do you know what rrgayrr means?

Do you know what lesbian means?

What do you know about lesbians?

What do you think about your rnom being lesbian?

Do you think it affects you? How?

Do your friends know that your mom is lesbian? People
at school like your teacher?

Do you ever hear things at school about lesbians?

Do you ever hear anything on T.V. about lesbians?

Do you have friends who live v¡ith a mom and dad?

Is your life different from theirs? fn v¡hat ways?

What would you like to do when you grow up?
Is there anything you would like to ask me?

Is there anything else you'd like to tetl rne?
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ÀPPENDTX D

AGES T2 1-7

How old are you?

Irihat grade are you in?

TelI me about your fanily. Who do you live with? Are
there irnportant family members who don't live with you?

I^Ihat does lesbian mean?

Do you remember how you found out that your mom is
lesbian?

!,Ihat did you think about it then?

How do you feel about it now?

Do any of your friends know? If not, v¡hy not?

How do you decide who to tell?

Recently there have been a number of ttgay bashingrl
incidents, some that have resulted in someone being
kitled. Have your friends or group tal-ked about these?
!{hat do they say?

What do you know about being gay? About being lesbian?

Where do you think you learned this?

What do people at school think about gay or lesbian
people?

Do you think your mom being a lesbian affects your
life? How?

Do you have friends who live with a mom and a dad?

fs your life different from theirs? In what ways?

fs there anything you would change about your farnily if
you could?

I,Ihat do you want to do when you grow up?

Is there anything you would like to ask me?

Is there anything else you want to teIl ne?
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YOUNG ADULTS

How old are you?

What are you doing nor¡?

Do you live on your own?

Would you teIl me about your family? tlho are/were the
important people in your life as you \rrere growing up?
Include the people who didn,t live with you as weII as those
who did.
I.Ihen and how did you learn about your morn being lesbian?

What v/as your reaction then?

How do you fell about it now?

Did any of your friends know when you vrere younger? Flhat
about now? Have things changed over time? How have you
decided who to tell?
I.Ihere have you learned your attitudes about gay and lesbian
people? Is this different from your friends?

Did you feel different from your peers as you v/ere growing
up? In what ways?

Has your mom's being lesbian affected you in any ways? How?

What do you think are general social attitudes towards gay
and l-esbian people?

When did you begin to be avrare of these?

Have they ever influenced the way you acted or tal-ked or
felt about your mom?

Do you know what homophobia is? One definition is Èhat it
is fear, dislike, or hatred of l-esbians, gays, and bisexuals
that often results in acts of discrimination. Do you think
your farnily or you or your mom has ever experienced this?
Do you think you've ever felt this?

Has your mom's lesbianism affected your decj-sions about your
o!,/n sexuality?

Woul-d you have changed anything about your life as you hrere
growing up? What and why?
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Do you think you'11 have children?

What will you tell thern about gay and l-esbian people?

What do you think are the most important things in raising
children?

Do you have any questions for me?

fs there anything youtd like to add?
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ÀPPENDTX E

CATEGORIES FOR ANALYSIS: MOTHERS

MA1 AGE OF COMING OUT

MA2 ACCEPTANCE OF CHILD/REN rN LESBIAN/GAY COMMUNTTY

MC1 CUSTODY ARRÀNGEMENTS

I'4C2 COMING OUT - PERSONAL DISCOVERY

MC3 COMING OUT TO BIRTH FAMILY

MC4 COMTNG OUT TO CHILD/REN

MCs COMTNG OUT TO OTHERS

MC6 COMING OUT TO CHrLD/REN'S FATHER

MDl- DIVORCE

MD2 DISCRTMINATION - GENERÀL

MF1 FAMILY: BIRTH

MF2 FA}{ILY: CHOSEN

MH1 HOMOPHOBIA - DEFINIÎION
MH2 HOMOPHOBTA - EXTERNAL

MH3 HOMOPHOBTA - INTERNAL

ML1 LESBIAN COMMUNITY: + OR--

MMI MOTHERHOOD - BIRTH OF CHTLDREN

MM2 MOTHERHOOD - LESBÏAN

MM3 MOTHERHOOD - STNGLE

MM4 MOTHERHOOD - SAME OR DIFFERENT FROM OTHERS

MN1 NEEDS OF CHILDREN

lltPl PRESENTATfON OF FAMILY TO THE WORLD (SCHOOL' I^IORK)

MP2 PERCEPTION OF CHILD/REN'S AI^IARENESS RE: LESBTANIST{

MP3 PREPARATION OF CHILD/REN (STREETPROOFTNG)

MP4 POI^IER

MP5 PERCEIVED EFFECTS ON CHILD/REN

I\TRI RELÀTTONSHIP (CURRENT)

MR2 RELATIONSHIP HISTORY

MS]. SUPPORT NETWORK

MS2 SEXISM

MVl VIEW OF SELF
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CATEGORIES FOR ANÀLYSIs:
CAILDREN

CAl AGE

CAz AGE T{HEN MOM CAME OUT

cA3 AWARENESS OF LESBTAN/GAY TSSUES

CCl MEMORIES OF MOM'S COMING OUT

CCz COMING OUT: TELLING FRIENDS AND FAMILY

CC3 COMING OUT: REACTION TO MOM'S DISCLOSTIRE

CD1. DTVORCE

CDz DISCRTMTNATION: GENERAL

cD3 DEFTNITION OF LESBIAN/GAY

CEl EFFECTS ON SELF OF MOM'S SEXUAL ORIENTATION

CF]- FAIVIILY BTRTH/OTHER

CF2 FRIENDS

CF3 FAMILY - DIFFERENT FROM OR THE SAME ÀS OTHERS

CF4 FAMILY - WHAT WOULD LÏKE TO CHÀNGE

CGl- GUARDIANSHIP/LIVING ARRANGEMENTS

CH]. HOMOPHOBIA - DEFINÏTÏON
CHz HOMOPHOBIA - EXTERNAL

CH3 HOMOPHOBIA - INTERNAL

cL1 LESBTAN/GAY SOCTAL ATTTTUDES

cLz LESBTAN/cAY COMMUNITY

cL3 LESBTAN/cAY DEFINTTION

CNl NEEDS OF CHILDREN

CS1 SEXUALITY - OWN

CS]- SEXUALTTY - MOTHER'S

CVl VIEW OF SELF
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